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GREAT NEWS! I'm going to take you all the way from a blank page to
publishing your book on Amazon or anywhere else you
may wish to publish it - and you don't have to buy any
programs (like I foolishly did!) and you don't have to
know all kinds of tech stuff (like I do). All you have to
do is be willing to spend some time learning your craft
which is now going BEYOND book writing and into
publishing.
This book is written because I went through hell (well
- almost hell) trying to get already written books into
the Amazon Kindle format. I uploaded WORD
documents. They looked terrible - disjointed words
and photos. It was unprofessional for a writer.
I uploaded .PDF formatted books....and the same
disgusting, disjointed look with paragraphs unevenly
spaced....incorrectly justified - words all over the
place....and words totally morphed from English to
something that might have been Greek!
I bought two "programs" that promised to help me
master the Kindle formula for success. It was All
CRAP! - Finally, I had to just figure out how to do it
myself. Align my chapters, ensure that my photos or
clipart images were placed exactly correct, ensure
that descriptive words under the photos were under
the photos (they were when I uploaded the books!),
and to ensure that the book was neat and professional
looking.
I had no way to get readers to simply click on a
chapter in my Table of Contents (or Index) and link to
the appropriate chapter! It was very frustrating and
time consuming. I nearly gave up even publishing my
books....until I figured it all out, technically.
Now - for just $2.00, you can get all of my hard work
and knowledge in the step-by-step "HOW TO"
book....that takes you from the writing stage through the book layout stage - to the UPLOAD stage and I even show you how to correct mistakes AFTER
your book is uploaded.
Follow along with me now and let's CREATE
YOUR KINDLE MASTERPIECE!
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INTRODUCTION
My extensive training as a web tech guy and as the
author of seven (7) books (so far), I was able to figure
out how to make my books look PERFECT in the
Kindle book readers - whether the Paperwhite
version or the HD color version - or iPads,
notebooks, iPhones - Androids...those types of
readers.
I first tried taking the easy way - you know - buying
"software for idiots" that would just let me upload
my books onto Amazon Kindle.
I bought the programs - and after about two solid
months of wrangling with what the software
developers said that I could do - I could not do and I am a very smart web tech guy who builds
websites for Realtors.
I am the only Realtor I know who Realtor.com and
the Greater Boston Real Estate Board let upload
video tours to their websites...because I knew what I
was doing. While editing this book for people to
download FREE in 2018, I am a retired Realtor and
enjoying life in the Southern part of the United States.
I could never figure out how to get those paid
for software programs to work!
Look at the Kindle Reader below.
There should be a double click paragraph - a space
between "last year's leaves" and "Through the uneven
morning" - but there isn't. This author got a bogus
deal here - unless he or she intentionally did that!

I'm too much of a perfectionist perhaps, but I have to have my
e-books look right....you know - paragraphs where they should
be....the right layout....photos that are clean and where the
descriptive wording under them is not three inches off to the
right or left! The above photo shows someone else's book
with a paragraph that should have left space between the end
of one paragraph and the beginning of the next!
I suffered when I first started out TRYING DESPERATELY to
get my books to look PERFECT in Amazon's Kindle
readers and other devices.
I bought "software programs" - one for $40.00 - another for
$23.00 that were supposed to make this process
easy! HA!!! - Neither worked, and they were so complicated
that I quit them and asked for a refund - which I did not get!
In this book - you do NOT have to buy special
programs that boast they can help you achieve the
impossible tasks of writing books and publishing them
on Kindle.

Some even claim they can help you develop a Table
of Contents ("TOC") that links to chapters from your
INDEX or Table of Contents....but it's way too
complicated.
I paid $40.00 for KindleWriter 2 - a program that
was supposed to help me get my book into a
compatible Kindle format. - "Easy-to-Use" was
touted! Yeah, right! - I could not get the program to
do what it's supposed to - so I wrote to its author.
He responded, but basically was of no help whatsoever.
He kept referring me to some FAQs that he wrote - so
I abandoned it, and never got the refund which I
requested.
Next, I bought KD Pro - for $23.00. That promised
some hope for me to just publish on Kindle the seven
books that I have already written.
Like YOU - I was DESPERATE to find a layout that I
could just drop my books into and then upload it to
Amazon Kindle, sell a ton of books, and retire with
millions! :) - (That's a smiley face!)
I was willing to take my chances and spend the money,
but I thought, "For goodness sake - there must be a
program out there that could just make my books look
GREAT on Kindle - right?" - I WAS WRONG!!!
Even Amazon Kindle couldn't help because they
request that we upload a WORD formatted book - or
a .PDF file...or even HTML or MOBI.....with a heavy
leaning toward WORD. - I did that, my writer friend!
I send my books to them (two in WORD - and two
more in .PDF). Both of them looked like crap in my
Kindle "Paperwhite" book reader!
The pictures would be off center - even though they
were perfectly centered in WORD when I uploaded the
book in that format! - The wording under the photos
would be centered in WORD...when I uploaded it, but
they were either way off to the right - or way off to
the left in my new Kindle Paperwhite. Worse yet some words in my text were way out to the right in
my kindle.

The next illustration is of a Kindle Book Reader - - just so you can see what they look like. Kindle comes
in "Paperwhite" or in the HD or color high definition
models and a host of other style readers that they
have built over the years.
Here is a picture of what YOUR READERS might see if
they happen to own a Kindle HD - color. Of course, I
will have to demo the Kindle HD by using my book
cover as the first page of my book that will open when
the millions upon millions of people buy it and buy a
Kindle! Why are you grinning like that?
Isn't this the
I am going to show you how my book - "Friendships
- Lovers, Huggers & Others" came out on Amazon
when I sent it up in the WORD format...not knowing
how to do it right. I laid my WORD formatted book
out the way I would if I was making it for a hardcover
or paperback book! Who wouldn't?
That's the problem!!

Isn't that the hope of every author - to have a
perfectly illustrated book - whether on Kindle or
elsewhere?

When you hit the opening page on a Kindle, you
should see the cover of your book.
Let me first tell you about how Amazon wants us to
send our books up to them for publication. If you
could, and you were a web-tech, they would love to
have you upload your book(s) in what is called "Hyper
Text Markup Language" ("HTML").
That requires putting images in one file, your HTML
book file in another, merging them into one "zip-file",
and uploading.
Because 99% of the public can't do that, Amazon
prefers that we upload our book in Microsoft WORD
format, and then they make the book into their own
HTML book using a particular typeface (different from
yours) and other proprietary and secret recipe
stuff! The PROBLEM with that idea is that if you see
mistakes in your already uploaded e-Book - you are
screwed! You can't fix it unless you know HTML "Geek Speak".
So - I bring you a STEP-BY-STEP how to book (for
only $2 bucks) that will take you from concept to
Upload and even to downloading again and re-editing
and re-uploading. I MAKE THINGS EASY FOR YOU
because I am an author and Geek!
The first thing I noticed when I saw my first UPLOAD
- was how the INDEX was all disjointed.
Two reasons account for that total fiasco: The first
reason that my book looked awful and disjointed was
BECAUSE I uploaded my book in WORD (then I
tried .PDF), and , as good as Amazon is with their
technology - they can't correct some things. Look at
this Index - It's HORRIBLE!

My second reason for looking at a horribly distorted
page in my uploaded book is that we authors tend to
draft books to appeal to readers - just like they were a
paperback or hardcover that we would find on a
bookstore shelf. That is NOT how e-books are
done!
Since experiencing that disaster of seeing my beautiful
book a mess in the Kindle Reader, I learned how to
do a Table of Contents (Index) the right way - and
learned how to link them to their respective chapters.

I also learned how to do the book in the right format,
using the right typeface, the right layout - and I
learned how to get my books looking PERFECT in the
Kindle.
The photo above is the Index Page from my first
attempt to upload Friendships-Lovers, Huggers &
Others - EGADS! I was shell-shocked when I first
saw it - then embarrassed that someone might have
actually seen that mess! - I have some pride in what I
do, and to see a disaster like below happen is a bit
overwhelming.
Look at the top - Chapter 22- Friends Counsel Each
Other - 111. - It's supposed to tell the reader the
chapter number - the title of the chapter and the page
number. - There are no links from INDEX to A
CHAPTER. The thing is disjointed. Keep reading in
the INDEX......Stuff is everywhere!! Arrrrrrgghhhh!
Needless to say, this INTRODUCTION is given to let
you know what to expect from me.
Actually, this "course" should be worth hundreds, but I
want to (no - I NEED TO) share this with you FOR
FREE because it was "wicked frustrating" (a New
England saying) for me to do trial and error for weeks
at a time - only to discover that NOBODY HAS A
PROGRAM THAT WILL GET MY KINDLE BOOK TO
LOOK RIGHT IN A KINDLE MACHINE - or iPad, or
any other book reader.
I had to figure it all out because I can't stand a sloppy
looking book like the pages (all of them) from
Friendships - Lovers, Huggers & Others that I
uploaded to Amazon Kindle - and because no
programs out there could do the job of getting my
book to look PERFECT, and money was no object to
me, I gladly shelled out $63.00 (and would have paid
more if the damned programs worked!).
I only wish I had THIS BOOK...it would have
saved me money and months of frustration and
aggravation!

I would not have paid at least $10.00 for THIS
BOOK though - because if I bought it, and things
didn't work out for me, I'd have thought I
wasted ten bucks!
That is exactly WHY I decided to give it away
FOR FREE. ...but, you will discover that it's worth
HUNDREDS in information.
I wanted my readers to be able to link to any chapter
from the Table of Contents, but all of the "TOC
Programs" out there sucked!
They were too
complicated even for me - and I DESIGN WEBSITES
FOR REALTORS! I'm not a novice at HTML - "Hyper
Text Markup Language" (and you won't have to be
either when you take this short course.
How can regular folks - just writers like us - ever get
to publish a professional-looking book on Amazon
Kindle? We are screwed - unless someone comes by
and makes our life easy - without having to buy and
test programs - only to fail at it, and be even more
frustrated. Some have given up writing because, "It's
too complicated." Truth be known - I was real
close to giving up myself!

Well....like I said - FREE is the best money you will
ever spend because doing your book right is what
brings in the money! Even if it didn't...we writers are
professionals - we don't want to look like an amateur.

Chapter One - Learning The Basic Rules
With Kindle, by the way....you NEVER put page
numbers in the uploaded book file that you will
finalize when you get through my book. The reason
that you DON'T put page numbers in the Kindle format
(and I don't do it in WORD either or .pdfs.....is
because when you upload it to sites, their format may
be different from yours, and your page numbers will
show up in regular text sometimes. I have put PAGE
14 in the batch of words in the next paragraph to
illustrate what I mean.
In your WORD document that you will draft, you
NEVER end a page and then begin on a new
page! You simply 14 keep writing and, as you near
the bottom of the page....you keep typing and let it
flow onto the next page in WORD.
If you ended your sentence and started a new
paragraph, just do like you would normally do and end
the sentence and click two spaces and begin the next
sentence.
The reason you have to write differently for KINDLE, is
because the Amazon Book Reader is designed NOT to
flow like a regular book. So, when I end a section or a
chapter, I have added dotted green lines --------------------------------- that act as a separator.
In this downloadable e-Book I have added a different
chapter separator that tells you that a Chapter has
ended. You will see this Chapter Separator.....

That way, my KINDLE readers get it right off the bat.
Normally, I would choose 11 point Verdana or 12
point Aerial typeface when I write my paperbacks or
downloadable e-Books, but when writing for Kindle
type reader devices, you need to upload your book in
Times New Roman.

This book, however, is being edited by me in
2018 - so that I can give it away FREE...so it is in
11 pt VERDANA.
Here's why I chose Times New Roman for the
Kindle upload (where I used to sell this book) : I
discovered, quite by accident, that Amazon will
convert your WORD or .pdf document (or even
HTML documents into an HTML format and they use
12 point Times New Roman when they do it. - So,
for that reason only - YOU MUST USE 12 PT
TIMES NEW ROMAN for your Amazon upload. I
used it in my WORD DOCUMENT and then
converted WORD into a .pdf document.
When readers read your books and mine, in the Kindle
format, Amazon gives them several different typefaces
that they can read the book in. They include: Caecilia
- or Helvetica - or Futura - or Palatino - maybe
Caecilia Condensed - or Baskerville.
When you PREVIEW your masterpiece on Amazon
(they have a nice HD color PREVIEWER online), you
will be seeing it in Times New Roman.
I'll talk about PREVIEWERS later in the book as we
have the need to know things.
There is an online PREVIEWER that you will use
BEFORE you make your book "LIVE" on the Amazon
site, and there is a PREVIEWER that you will
download (for FREE) so that you can edit your book
and compare it to the PREVIEWER - side-by-side. BUT - we shall not get ahead of ourselves because this
is a STEP-BY-STEP Tutorial of how to get things
done.
I will say this, however, and that is that I learned to
start writing my books in Times New Roman AFTER I made the whole book in 12 and 14 point
Aerial!
The difference is in editing and previewing. If we have
to edit in the AMAZON PREVIEWER, why not do it
using their typeface - the 12 Pt. Times New
Roman?

By the way, there must only be a few people on the
planet who know this because I researched the
Internet to find out what kind of typeface Amazon
uses in their final version of the books after they are
uploaded.
I got all kinds of answers, but none were accurate.
It wasn't until I downloaded my first uploaded book
(because it was a disaster) and discovered (being the
tech-type of guy that I am, that Amazon uses HTML
and they use Times New Roman. - So you see - you
are already WAY AHEAD of most authors just
knowing that much! :)
The Times New Roman makes all the difference in
the world when it came time for me to edit my books
because, when viewing the book in my downloaded
PREVIEWER, it would be impossible to know if the
paragraph white space was right based on typeface
and type size.
So, I learned to adopt Amazon's system and use it
for myself. - It made uploading the final version of my
book(s) much easier, and that's one of the many
reasons why they all come out PERFECTLY!
Later in the book, we will also convert our entire book
FROM Times New Roman into Aerial or Verdana
or whatever style and typeface YOU like because we
are also going to learn how to sell our books as
"DOWNLOADABLE e-Books" in places other than
Amazon.
What this means is - - -write in 12 point Times New
Roman when you upload your book to Amazon, BUT convert your WORD document (afterwards) to any
style you like. I like 11 point Verdana....which I am
using in this edited book (as of January 2018) for your
benefit.
The reason that we are going to learn THREE
FORMATS is because Kindle machines will require
conversion of our book into HTML from WORD.

If you want to sell your books elsewhere - like on your
own website (which I will show you how to get for
free), you will want your book to look like a
book...where photos are in the middle perhaps or
where you can indent paragraphs or left-justify the
sentences.
That, however, will require that we upload a BOOK
STYLE FORMAT to anywhere EXCEPT Amazon
Kindle...but, like I said, let's not jump that far ahead
in our step-by-step Tutorial.
STEP ONE - THE BASIC LAYOUT
Lets start with the basic LAYOUT of your book and
we will develop only two pages of YOUR BOOK first for illustrative purposes, and for you to test your
book layout on a Kindle previewer.
By the time you get your first two pages done, you will
have learned the layout of the book, which format to
use - and how to link chapters in your Table of
Contents to an actual chapter.
If I get you that far, you could finish your book in
confidence - knowing that it will come out perfectly in
Kindle. - Take a piece of 8.5" X 11" white copy
paper and WRITE THIS SEQUENCE DOWN. Your
entire book will fit between these HEADINGS:
COVER
Table Of Contents (Index)
Introduction (NOT Preamble or Prologue!)
Chapter One
Chapter Two
Chapter Three
Chapter Four
Chapter Five
Wrap-Up (Final Thoughts, etc. - NOT Epilogue!)

Skip a few spaces and add the Chapters as
though the book is written already. Write Book
next to them so that when you link to them from your
Table of Contents later - you will know that it linked
correctly to the book chapters and not the Index
chapters.
Chapter One - Book
Chapter Two - Book
Chapter Three - Book
Chapter Four - Book
Chapter Five - Book
Wrap-Up - Book
Of course, you will be adding chapter after chapter to
your book, but for the purposes of training you, I need
you to have all of the above. The reason for the five
chapters and the Wrap-Up in both the Table of
Contents and the "book section" is that I am going
to show you how to link the chapters and the Wrap-Up
in your book from your Table of Contents, so five of
them (unnamed - Just Chapter One etc.) is all you will
need for now, and I have added Wrap-Up for kicks!
Remember, we will do TWO PAGES of your book and
you will be an EXPERT! - You will PREVIEW it, you
will edit those two pages, you will play with them in
the PREVIEWER, and when you are comfortable, you
will write your entire book...and then we will do
editing and PREVIEWING for real - just before we
upload the final book to Amazon.
START WITH A TEXT EDITOR
Amazon wants you to upload your book in Microsoft
WORD format...complete with the photos in the
book.
I did that, and it came out horrible!

so I will teach you how to start in WORD or in a
similar TEXT EDITING PROGRAM that you can get
for FREE online, and end up uploading your book in
HTML with separate photo or clipart files. No worries
- keep reading! :) We DO need to start with a
TEXT EDITING PROGRAM.

OPTION ONE - MICROSOFT WORD
Let's start with Microsoft WORD. You need it or
another TEXT EDITING PROGRAM.
You can buy
WORD 2002 or WORD 2010 on EBAY for like
$19.95 and up.
Notice each time a product or someone's name is
mentioned in my books - any of them, I bold it. I do
that because some readers want to remember a book
title or a product name, and - without having to read
the whole book again, they can just scroll to the title,
name or products that stick out like a sore
thumb...and then write it down.
OPTION TWO - "Open Office Writer".

If you go to http://www.OpenOffice.org, you will
see a "DOWNLOAD button". Download their FREE
software. It's FREE - and not some 30-day trial.
Once you download their FREE software, open up
"Open Office Writer". It is identical (only easier to
use) to the Microsoft WORD Text Editing Program only it's (did I mention) - FREE! - I use Open Office
Writer (and I got their free BUDGET SPREADSHEET
too, and I use that daily for my household budget that
looks forward for three months....each month has a
separate spreadsheet.
Everything I am sharing with you in this book
(downloads) will be FREE - so you will never have to
pay a red cent for anything - just remember - FREE
IS GOOD - It's the BEST MONEY you'll ever
INVEST in yourself.
It's a "hands-on" visual tutorial of how to download
programs - what a Kindle Previewer looks like (and
right now, you probably have no clue as to what a
Kindle Previewer is or why you need it - much less
how you run one...but that's okay...Johnny is here
to show ya!).
Now that you have chosen a TEXT
PROGRAM, I want you to format it.

EDITING

Both WORD and WRITER open in a basic PLAIN
TEXT.doc format.
That means nothing to you, and I will tell you more in
a minute, but when I bought those two programs that
I mentioned earlier.....they told me to write my book
in PLAIN TEXT.doc format.
I wasted about a month doing that!
I am going to show you - when you write down your
title and author's name how to format your book into
Rich Text Format ("RTF") and bypass that whole
ridiculous thing about having a plain text formatted
book and then convert to RTF...DUMB!
Okay....in either format that you open (Text Editor),
let me show you how to set up the book layout for
Kindle.

Open up your chosen Text Editor and look at the table
at the very top. You will see what I am going to show
you in the next photo - which is that of the WRITER
Text Editor from Open Office.org..

Whether WORD or WRITER, the tops are similar if
not identical. I want you to squeeze those little
vertical "bowties" over so that one inch is gray looking
to the left, and pull the right side in to where it reads
5.5 inches. That will leave you with about 5.5 inches of
WHITE showing, and that will be your page layout. The
photo above was WRITER - the one below is WORD.

So that we can get going RIGHT NOW in the right
format, I want you to design your cover now and put it
on page one (although you will not call it page
one). The cover should be in color and it must be
600 pixels wide by 800 pixels tall. That really
means 6 inches wide by 8 inches tall, but most tech
stuff deals with pixels.

Once your cover is designed (don't sweat it - you can
change it later or just download a cover off the web
for now that's 600 x 800 pixels and put it on page one
in your book.
I hope you know how to make that cover 600 X 800
pixels?? - NOTE* I use an old copy of Photoshop 6.0
for all of my artwork, and I had to learn how
Photoshop works.
You should have some sort of
program that allows you to make your own artwork,
too...because you want to avoid stealing photos from
other places - that may violate copyright laws.
NEXT - type in your book's TITLE - just below your
Cover and still on page one. Make it in 14 point
Times New Roman type and bold and choose any
color but black for that Title. I chose wine or blue as
my alternate color and I chose italicized green to
identify any of my books that I have written. You will
see that ongoing.
If you skip up to the top of my book, you will see that
I have chosen WINE. You might like a green or red
color (something that will show up as BLACK in a
Kindle Paperwhite Book Reader - so not yellow or
orange stuff), and if people are reading your beautiful
new book in an HD Kindle...they will see your colors.
When you have finished your TITLE, click down two
clicks (enter enter) from your TITLE and insert your
name, author...just like I did. Make your name,
author in black and bold Times New Roman
typeface - 12 point.
FILES - START ONE
Before we proceed, you need a new BOOK
FILE. Right click on your DESKTOP with your little
mouse. A screen should appear that resembles the
illustration below:

Click on New. (This is my desktop - your's is different)
That opens
illustration:

the

drop-down

menu

like

the

next

You guessed it - follow my red arrow and double click
on Folder.
One of these will appear on your desktop, and it will
ask you to name it. Name it Kindle Upload.

Stop! We are now going to make your plain text a
PERMANENT "Rich Text Format" - ("RTF") by clicking
on your "file" - "save-as" button at the top of WORD
or WRITER. Click on "file" at the top of your TEXT
EDITOR. Then click on "Save as..." You will see this
drop-down menu:

Study that drop-down menu for a moment because I
gave you clues. You don't want a plain text format.
You don't ever want the two marked "CRAP".
You will create the Rich Text Format ("RTF") for now,
and later....when your book is totally ready, we will
convert the whole RTF formatted book into an HTML
format
by
clicking
on
the
"Web
Page,
Filtered" button that is shown in the middle of the
above photo...got it?
I am going to ask you to do that after we get TWO
PAGES of your book under out belt though - because
early on, I want you to see the results of your book in
a Kindle machine.
That means I will be showing you how to download a
FREE Kindle Previewer which looks like a Kindle
Reader, and you can see your book in it...so no
worries - you don't have to own a Kindle to do all that
we have to do to get others who DO own a Kindle
Reader to BUY YOUR BOOK. - Once you get the
hang of this thing you can function on your own.
So, once your TITLE and author's name is in the
book, click on the "File" button top left of your Text
Editor.
Peruse the drop-down menu and click on "Save As..."
That opens the drop-down menu that I have put in the
above photo. Click on "Rich Text Format." When it
asks where you want to save it to - you will tell it to
put the WORD document (your book) into the new
file called KINDLE UPLOAD that is lying empty on
your desktop.

Soon, we will do right click (in the KINDLE UPLOAD
FILE) and "new" and "Folder" and we will name it
"images" and that's the folder where you will put any
clipart or images that you wish to use in your book.
After that, you will go into your new file folder KINDLE UPLOAD, and do right click - "new" "folder" - and name it PREVIEWER....but we will do
that as we go forward...NOT NOW! :)
Sorry, was I yelling?
That "RTF", my friend, is the FORMAT you will
use forever!
We will convert that format into HTML twice. - Once
real soon - the other when you have completed your
book, and are ready to EDIT it in the Kindle
Previewer and - once it is edited and you love it you will upload the converted HTML formatted book
to Amazon Kindle.
The only reason you will have to convert your RTF
format into HTML is because your Kindle Previewer
will only recognize that HTML format and it's the only
format it will read. It won't even "see" the RTF format.
We are formatted into RTF (Rich Text Format), so
everything we type in from now on - or the photos we
now add - and the bold type, colored type, underlined
type - whatever, will sort of become a "WYSIWYG" or
"What You See Is What You GET" layout BUT - (there's usually a cautionary BUT)....the RTF
formatted book is a good thing to have - in case
you want to have your full color book elsewhere - like
in your own personal book store on your website...or
you want to send it to a friend...whatever.
We will save your book several different ways, but for
now - just use the "RichText format".
If you were to submit that RTF format WORD
document to Amazon Kindle - without knowing
what you are doing, however.....it might look like my
"stupid book" did above.

So, we will be converting our "WYSIWYG" RTF book
into HTML because that is the ONLY format that
your Kindle Previewer (that you don't have yet) will
see.
ADDING PHOTOS
Because I wasted many more days loading photos into
my BOOK FILE, and then inserting them into my book,
and then adding descriptive words under them - and
then uploading it to the Kindle Previewer only to find
that the photos were out of place and the words
underneath were far to the left or right, I am saving
you all that trouble by telling you HOW TO INSERT
PHOTOS PROPERLY for the Kindle.
When you insert a photo or clipart (make sure that
you have the copyright or find "copyright free
pictures or clipart on the web", insert it to the left
side of the page you are putting it on in your book and
put the descriptive text just below it....not even a
click. Let me do one for you now so that you can
physically see what I'm talking about.

Words & photo stay extreme left

Make the picture stay left...and any descriptive words
under it are 10 point Times New Roman typeface
and it, too, hugs the far left corner.
Don't center the words or - trust me - they will look all
screwed up in Kindle.
When I say "trust me", I really mean , "BEEN THERE
- DID THAT". - Your photos should never be
wider than 450 pixels or they will be screwed up
when you upload to Kindle - "Trust Me".
The cover photo is the exception. It will be squeezed
down into your Kindle layout of 5.5" automatically at
Amazon.
It would be good for you to stick a "TEST PICTURE"
into your book....second page maybe - because we are
going to learn how to upload your two pages into a
"Kindle Previewer" in a few minutes.
You can remove it later...as you really get your book
down right in "RTF".

LINKING CHAPTERS FROM THE TABLE
OF CONTENTS.
Okay - another sub-heading so that you know where
to find stuff within chapters. It's BOLD, wine
colored, and 14 point Times New Roman
typeface....like the above words.
Amazon will convert any formatted book into their
Times New Roman HTML format anyway, but I
have learned to do things my way HERE...and let
Amazon will do things their way - THERE.
That said, I also have learned to at least load my
books up in the same format as the book will be in
when Amazon finishes doing "their thing".
More importantly, by making your sub-headings 14
point Times New Roman typeface and making it
bold and in a color other than black, it shows your
reader what the subject line is, and they can get there
quickly when they scan each chapter and look for a
particular subject line.

This little technique took me two paid-for programs
and two weeks of FAILURES to finally figure
out...and YOU get it for FREE on my book website.
FREE - the best money you'll ever spend! :)
Lay out your book with TITLE, AUTHOR, then TABLE
OF CONTENTS (or Index), then LEGAL STUFF, then
INTRODUCTION....(That's your sales pitch section
that gives a quick synopsis of your book and WHY a
reader would want to BUY IT?
Finally, below that, you add CHAPTERS....and maybe
a POSTLUDE to wrap up the book.
Within that "Wrap-Up" , you should include a section
called "MY OTHER BOOKS" and perhaps other links
to websites that you recommend.
If you use an "Author profile or bio", do it on the
very last page of your book. Nobody really cares unless your are J.K. Rowlings!
By the way, if you use other websites as a SOURCE
for what you say in your books, use a LINK to that
site right at the bottom of the quote.
For example, if I said, "John Tyler says he sings
Country Music on YouTube" then I would, at the
end of that quote write down the link to that website.
SOURCE - www.YouTube.com/jtylermusic - and that
link would bring my readers to my actual YouTube
channel....just to show you that I'm multi-talented and
an author! :)
Notice that I use BOLD TYPEFACE on YouTube
because it is an entity. I do the same for Coke, Pepsi,
Marie Osmond - anything that deserves recognition
and credit in my books. If your book becomes a bestseller, maybe one of those entities will ask you to
endorse their product! :)
LINKING Table Of Contents To Book Chapters
You should already have laid out your book in the form
that I suggested (okay demanded) early on in this
book. The reason for that is coming up NOW.

In your book layout, you have written the
INTRODUCTION as a heading in your Table Of
Contents.
You then followed that up with Chapter One,
Chapter Two, Chapter Three, Chapter Four and
Chapter Five - followed by Wrap-Up.
Then, in the "BOOK SECTION" you added those same
headings - right? Only you added the word BOOK
after it. You will take the word BOOK out later as you
actually write the real names for each chapter.
Reminder: Make them BOLD - and in your color
other than black. Got them done? - Okay then - Once
your INTRODUCTION is BOLD, and in an alternative
color to black, and you have verbiage in there now written (in black 12 point Times New Roman
typeface), I want you to skip down to the BOOK
SECTION and "drag the mouse left to right" or
HIGHLIGHT your word INTRODUCTION within the
book section and NOT within the Table of
Contents.

I have illustrated the top of your Text Editor where
you will see the word Insert. Click on it while you still
have the word INTRODUCTION highlighted using
your mouse.
Once you click on the word Insert, it will open a
drop-down menu, and in that menu, there are many
items that you could click on, but we shall concentrate
on ONLY two of them.
Once you get that drop-down menu, like the one
below, you will click on the word Bookmark...
because that is what we intend to do with the word
INTRODUCTION that is within the book, and not the
one in your INDEX or Table Of Contents.

What we will plan to do now is to "BOOKMARK" your
HEADINGS in the BOOK SECTION. Then, when we
do ALL OF THEM, we will visit the Table Of
Contents and we will "Link" or "hyperlink" those
same
HEADINGS
to
the
BOOKMARKS
Capiche? Think of a BOOK MARK as a MARK in the
BOOK that you want something elsewhere to connect
to by using a "LINK".

I want you to click on Bookmark...
another menu like the one below...

You will see

You
will
note
that
Hidden
Bookmarks
is
checked. Leave it checked because we want all
bookmark links hidden.
Type the word INTRODUCTION (black plain text fine
- not bold) in that pane entitled "Bookmark name".
You will do this when you bookmark chapters, too - so
that's why I'm breaking you in NOW on honing this
talent that you are acquiring so that you can become
a rich and famous author! Well, at least you'll be a
professional publisher!
When you type in the word INTRODUCTION, that
Add block will appear live. Right now - it's "dead". It
will then look like the next photo.

Click the Add button, which will go "Live" and that
will secretly code your word INTRODUCTION in your
book to now be ready to become linked from the same
word in the Table Of Contents....and that's what you
will now learn.
Now, go up to your Table
the word INTRODUCTION.
your Text Editor again and
though....you are going to
Hyperlink - NOT Bookmark.

of Contents. Highlight
Next, go to the top of
click Insert. This time,
click on Hyperlink. -

That will open another drop-down menu like this one
below: Remember - you are highlighting the heading
in the Table Of Contents called INTRODUCTION.

You will now click on Bookmark... and that will open
up your bookmarked window of all that you have
bookmarked. So far..you have "bookmarked" only
INTRODUCTION, but when you're done typing in
Chapters One through Five, I want you to go back and
repeat these steps until the INTRODUCTION and
Chapters are underlined in blue...that means they
are now linked (from Table of Contents) to
bookmarked (within the book items...like Introduction
and chapters.) - Let me introduce that photo here.....

Highlight INTRODUCTION and the dead OK button
(see it at the bottom of the above illustration?) must
then be clicked.
You will get another screen - click okay or yes on
that...and look at the word INTRODUCTION in your
Table of Contents now. It should look like
this:
INTRODUCTION....because
it
is
now
"hyperlinked
within
your
book
down
to
INTRODUCTION that you have already coded to
become "Bookmarked".

To do that, All I did was go to the TITLE of my
book....insert the BOOK-mark after highlighting the
TITLE (and named it START as a BOOK-mark
heading. - Then I went into the book section, and did
"Insert" then "Hyperlink" - then "Bookmark" and
clicked on START and the Bookmark in the book
became BOOKMARK - underlined and linked back to
the beginning of the book. Got it?
Hey, this stuff is easy - once you know how! You can
click on the word BOOKMARK right there and it will
bring you to the beginning of the book again.
So, we have learned how to link anything anywhere in the book to something we want to
hyperlink to a bookmark.

You, my new book friend, are Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaay
ahead of the competing authors for Amazon and in
particular - Kindle e-books.
Briefly now....we need to know how to link stuff from
ANYWHERE in the BOOK to anywhere on the great
World Wide Web (WWW).
That's a two second chore, so let's get it over with
here and now.
Let's say that I want to send YOU to Google as an
example from right here and right now. I could type
in www.Google.com but notice there is no
"HYPERLINK" there even though I typed it in. To get
there, you would have to cut and past those words
into your "web browser" - Firefox, Google Chrome Internet Explorer like I use....or we authors can make
the link say anything we want and hyperlink it to
anywhere on the web.
So, now I want you to go to GOOGLE. All I have to do
is highlight the word GOOGLE (without all that www
stuff) like this:
GOOGLE - (highlighted by
sweeping the mouse from left to right over the
word) and then - at the top of my TEXT EDITOR, I
just click in "Insert" and it opens that drop-down
menu like the one above, and I choose "hyperlink". It
asks for an ADDRESS at the bottom of that box when
I clicked on "hyperlink". In that box I will NOT type
www.Google.com BECAUSE - when you do that, and
upload your book to Kindle, it can't recognize that
WITHOUT being preceded by http: //. I put the
REALLY IMPORTANT STUFF IN RED highlighted in
YELLOW!
If you forget and just go with the www.Google.com,
without "hyperlinking" it, your readers will link to
nothing.
So, I highlighted that word GOOGLE here, and did all
that I just told you to do and it turned BLUE and
UNDERLINED...so it is now hyperlinked to Google.
Sometimes, we authors need to link out to the
Internet to lead readers to a "source" or quote...or
even a Bible verse. All of this can be done. Been
there - did that!

FORMATTING REVISITED
This will only take a minute and won't screw you
up. The next photo is the top of your Text
Editor......or Word Processor....

I would like to have you know that there are four (4)
"formatting buttons" on the top of the Word Processor
that I want you to get used to.
You are NOT going to left justify (align left) - or center
justify (center) - or right justify (align right). If you
do, your kindle book will look like crap! - "Trust
Me". Click on the 4th one over - it will read "justify"
if you do a mouse-over.
Click on that one because you want all of your book
pages to be "justified" - even from left to write - like
this paragraph already is.
With the advent of e-Books...everything has changed
in this respect: - Lots of folks (like me) love to see
pictures in living color. - We authors can make that
happen in our e-Books now....and we do - using our
formatted books that we will upload to Amazon
Kindle or in a different layout and format - to places
that are not using Amazon Kindle Readers.

END OF CHAPTER ONE

Chapter Two - Downloading A Kindle Previewer
Okay - you have your foundation for your book in
place now.
Hopefully, you have your cover - even if you borrow
one from the Internet for now. - It's 600 pixels
wide, it's 800 pixels deep.
Below that is your Title and your name, author.
Below that is your INTRODUCTON (sales pitch) and
you have written it all out...right?
Even if
you
change the wording later...no
worries...just write something in there for now so I
can show you how to SEE your book in a Kindle
Previewer!
Below that...you have typed in the words Chapter
One thru Chapter Five, and a Wrap-Up section.
Hopefully, there are two pages of words and your
cover by now.
Your chapters should be linked from your Table of
Contents to those five chapters that you have below
Wrap-Up - even though none of them say "Chapter
One - The Way Things Ought To Be" - It just reads,
Chapter One, Chapter Two etc. thru Chapter Five
in both the Index and the book.
Now we go and download your KINDLE PREVIEWER,
and you will save it in your new file on the desktop
that you named KINDLE UPLOAD....remember?
To do that, you will now have to go into your new file
on your desktop called KINDLE UPLOAD, and right
click within that file. Click "new" - click "folder" and
a new, yellow folder will appear in your KINDLE
UPLOAD file. Name it PREVIEWER.
I'll give you two ways to get to the download site: Cut
& paste this link:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html?ie=UTF8&do
cId=1000765261 - into your web browser or click
HERE.

The HERE is a link that I created to save space,
it's what you will learn to do for your book. But, in
FREE version, you may just have to copy the
above and paste it into your web browser. As I
this book in January, 2018, the link still works so
CAN download the Kindle Previewer into either
Apple or Microsoft platform that you are using.

and
this
link
edit
you
the

The line under a blue word is generally a link or
"hyperlink". That is why I do NOT choose to use blue
as my alternate color for black typeface unless I am
referring you to a LINK..
Okay, you went online, and you are downloading the
KINDLE PREVIEWER into your newly acquired folder
now named PREVIEWER....or it will show up on your
desktop....HERE IS WHAT YOU WILL SEE.....

Just click NEXT........and the next thing you will agree
to is their License Agreement.....there, you will click
"Accept", and you'll go to the next screen....where you
will see a box that asks where you'd like to store that
previewer....

Click on Browse and select wherever you put your
Kindle file.
Then click in Install to install the
PREVIEWER.
You will see the scale for downloading and it will move
left to right until it is download into your Kindle file.
When it loads, click FINISH. - Then, go into your
Kindle file and click on the Kindle Previewer file. - It
should look like this:

Click on that yellow
Previewer-EXE.

folder that

reads,

Kindle-

It should be a HUGE file like the illustration below:

You will ONLY EVER USE THE WORD "LAUNCHER"
from that file. Close that file up for now.
I'll come back to that in a minute, but FIRST - we
must get your two page book into your new
KINDLE UPLOAD file folder on your desktop.

So...Up above your book and in your TEXT EDITOR
menu at the top, click on "file" then "Save As...",
and you will see that drop down menu that I spoke of
earlier, BUT - just so that we are on the same page,
let me get an illustration next so you can see what I'm
talking about - EXACTLY the way it should be
when you click on "Save As..."...

Click on that Save button and your file will be added to
this main file KINDLE UPLOAD and it should look like
the illustration below:
I'm doing this STEP-BY-STEP routine while I am
typing so everything you will be doing - I just did!
So, in you new desktop file known as KINDLE UPLOAD,
you see three things: The Kindle Previewer that you
open when you need to preview your book - and, by
the way, if we did that right now, it would never "see"
that "W" icon because the PREVIEWER only
recognizes HTML code, so we are now going to
format your "W:" book into HTML so that we can, in
fact, play with the PREVIEWER. We've earned that
cupcake at this point! :) In fact, here's a gold star
like we used to get in first grade when we did a big
deal!
Okay - To earn the next gold star, we need to learn
how to convert your WORD formatted book (Rich
Text Format) that sits in your file and text editor into
HTML code.

Because we do NOT have to be a web-savvy tech like
me, I'm going to show you how to be a web tech! It's
actually REAL EASY!
Open your book again in your TEXT EDITOR.
This time, click on "File" (above at the top of the text
editor, and "Save As..."
Click on that save as menu and bring up the FIVE
CHOICES...two are CRAP remember. Here's the
picture again as a reminder:

Click on the bottom of the menu where it reads, "save
as TYPE". Well the third one down reads, Web Page,
Filtered. Save as THAT!

You will see your WORD RTF formatted book turn
into an HTML BOOK that may look weird to you. That
HTML coded book is what your PREVIEWER will see
in a moment or so.
Your new file - KINDLE UPLOAD, however, should
have FIVE things in there now (whereas there were
only THREE a second ago!)....and it should look like
the illustration below.....I'm still step-by-step spoon
feeding you. God, I wish I had this book months ago!

PAY REAL CLOSE ATTENTION NOW! See that
HOW TO WRITE AND PUBLISH in capital letters
sitting in a yellow folder? (shown above)...
That was produced automatically when you told
your WORD RTF formatted book to become a
Web Page, Filtered book.
It breaks it into TWO PARTS - IMAGES &
TEXT. The images are put into that capitalized
text folder. The TEXT is in caps, too - but not in
a folder. It has an e (in my case Explorer)
icon. That is your HTML formatted book now. COOL?
Okay. double click on the images folder and take a
peek. Photos are there, right? This assumes you put
one in there along with your cover!
Double click on the blue e (Explorer or Firefox or
Google
Chrome)
icon to open up that
document. That opens up the TEXT and your images!

NOW LEARN THIS RIGHT HERE AND RIGHT NOW
- If you ever upload your book to Amazon Kindle,
and you see all of your text, but NOT your
images - it is because that yellow folder
somehow got separated from the blue e (HTML
Explorer) book. - "Trust Me"!!! Been there - did
that.
I could not for the life of me figure out why my books
had the text - and all I saw were camera icons where
my photos should have been!
When we do the FINAL UPLOAD of your book, I
will show you how to create a totally separate
file on your desktop called only UPLOAD BOOK,
and we will do "file" - "Save As...to both the images
file and the blue e icon file (only those two) and
save it in the UPLOAD BOOK file.
That final edited - previewed, finished book will be
converted into a zip file and THAT, my friend, is
what will be sent to Amazon Kindle...and IT
WILL BE "el-perfecto".
We cover ALL OF THIS in CHAPTER EIGHT.
OKAY - LET"S GET THAT PREVIEWER OPENED!
Your book is saved in HTML now - the blue e. You are
not even a tech, and you did it - see - I told you this
was easy - and excitement builds! :)
Go to your main KINDLE UPLOAD file now, and
double click to open the yellow file - KINDLE
PREVIEWER.
You'll probably see another file inside that one that
looks the same - double click on it.
Now you will see that laundry list and you will scroll
down to the ONLY WORD IN HERE YOU WILL EVER
USE.....Launcher.

Double click on the Launcher icon, and that will
open up this next illustration...and this is the most
IMPORTANT ASPECT of using the PREVIEWER So follow these instructions VERY CLOSELY.

Step ONE RED ARROW is to click on that SETTINGS
tab.
Make
sure
that you
choose
KINDLE
PAPERWHITE: and once you do it....don't make
another move until I tell you WHY you need to
pick the Kindle Paperwhite.
(Bossy, aren't I? The reason I am bossy is because
when I deviate I get screwed up, so I want you to stay
focused.
We will be using the Kindle Paperwhite reader to
edit, refine and test our book, and we will only see
things in black and white. This is what we want!

I will take you through one test using your Kindle
Previewer to see your book in LIVING COLOR, but
other than that treat, we will base everything we do
on choosing a Kindle Paperwhite reader in the
PREVIEWER.
Sure, the pictures are going to all be in black &
white....so are all the words on the page. We use the
"PAPERWHITE" version of Kindle to establish the
perfect layout for Kindles in general.
If all lines up perfectly in the Paperwhite (which will,
in my opinion, become the leader in book reader
machines)......then
your
book
will
look
professional in about everything that's on the
market as a book reader. We test all this in the
"Kindle Previewer" coming up shortly.
Below is what a Kindle Paperwhite 3-G looks like. I
own one...you don't have to. I wanted to see my
books and that's how I found out that mine sucked big
time! Now, I know (having gone through hell to figure
things out) that I did not need one- so you see, I'm
saving you a bundle already.

Anywhere - anytime...any book can be downloaded
directly into the "Paperwhite".
Any book can be read at the beach or anywhere
outdoors...without any glare....no squinting.....long
battery life. and no need to find a wireless network. I
think that ALL OTHER kindle readers require
wireless networks except for the 3-G.
It has it's own wireless network built in apparently.
It also can hook into wireless, and (FYI) - the Chapters
or links in the 3G won't work, so you would have to
find a wireless network to make those work.
Here's why: If Amazon sold Kindle 3G readers, and
we could get on the internet, trade stocks, check email for FREE - using their technology, then all we'd
have to do is have a book that we publish ourselves
with all our favorite links and we could eliminate
paying a cell phone bill or an internet bill because we'd
just use our Kindle 3G to get online.! Amazon is way
ahead of us! :)
I also discovered that If you download a SAMPLE
book that has links in it - it won't work - wireless or
not. - Been there - did that! - That's why I am
passing what I have learned on to you...so that you
don't get that puzzled look when something doesn't
work.
I chose Kindle Paperwhite to edit, preview and fix
mistakes in my books. Why I chose the Paperwhite
came about as a fluke!
By trial and error, it's the PAPERWHTE that gives
us the best book reader to PREVIEW our books
in.
All the rest of the models of Kindle will fall in line PERFECTLY when we start our book process using our
PAPERWHITE.
With the Kindle Paperwhite, any book (including yours)
can
be
downloaded
at
home....without
a
computer....right into the Paperwhite 3G - and
without that stupid book light keeping the other
person in your bed (including the dog) awake.

The final - and perhaps best reason of all is the fact
that most people now have an i-phone or an Android
phone (like me), so we can get our e-mail, check the
stock market and even make stock market
trades.....(and I do), so - in my humble opinion, the
need for a computer (laptop or desktop) is becoming
(slowly) obsolete.
Now there are little i-Pad thingys out there with
keyboards that just stick on them by magnetism....and
that little "MacBook style mini-computer" quickly
becomes the new Start-Trek prophetic little
"communicator".

It is said, online, that the Viacom producers of StarTrek were paid 11.1 BILLION in a landmark court case
because "Their concept of a 'communicator' became
a reality and got the cell phone makers into the
game." - I agree!
When
I
watched
Star-Trek
(Captain
Kirk,
Scotty...Dr. Spock) and they were using their "flip
phone communicators", I laughed and said, "Yeah right - that'll happen"! That technology twenty
years ago seemed impossible - yet here it is today!
There's a new I-Pone Ten - or "X" on the market
that does all kinds of things....as of late 2017
and early 2018.

Today....it's a different ballgame. Everything is
getting smaller (like our paychecks) and more
technical...and cheaper, by the way. ...like the IPhone Ten which now does facial recognition!
Now, who needs a laptop or desktop? - Come on
- really? - Five years from now....EVERYONE will
be reading books on Kindles!
I will also predict that book stores (like Borders) will
be gone the way of the dinosaur. You say, "That's a
shame". No - That's progress and technology. Why
lug ten books to your vacation spot when you can lug
a hundred books in that tiny "Kindle Paperwhite"?
NOTE* When I wrote this book...Borders WAS viable!
Now, from Wikepedia - "In February 2011, Borders
applied for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection
and began liquidating 226 of its stores in the
United States."...So, I guess my prediction was right.
Borders Book Stores - right! People used to go
there....buy a coffee - pull a favorite book off the shelf
- sit in a comfortable chair (far from the screaming
kids at home!!!) - and relax...and read for FREE - and
then leave.

Oh sure...some bought books, especially around
Christmas or Mother's Day...but most of the time...the
sit...drink....read....leave....bye bye - no money..gotta
go!
That will be the same as Amazon Kindle wanting
to put your book into their FREE library once you
open
the
account
and
upload
your
book! "WHAT?"
Yep, they will have the right to use and show your full
version to anyone who pays them an annual fee of
about $80.00 to join that special group called
"AMAZON PRIME".
And by Agreement, you will be telling Amazon - "Hey,
that's okay"
I'll "splain" that later, but for now - we gotta get back
to training!
AT that time, I will tell you how not to automatically
renew that little ditty for life, and how to minimize
your exposure to FREE book lending in their library
beyond the 90-days that WILL BE REQUIRED of all
authors.
As stated earlier - The Kindle Previewer will only see
the HTML version of your book.
It will not even see the RTF format - "Trust Me".
I almost loathe saying "Trust Me" now, but I have
made every mistake known to mankind trying to get
my books published in a perfect Kindle format - with
links to stuff online or within my books, and failure
after failure - I have finally solved ALL of the
problems...and in retrospect....it wasn't all that
difficult....once I got the knowledge.
Now, it's like second nature to me....routine.
passing that along to you, my writer buddy!

I'm

USING THE PREVIEWER
Okay - NOW we can open up the Kindle Previewer
file again and open that Launcher.

You have that screen like below in front of you
again. This time, we will click on the blue open book
words.

Click on the blue words - Open Book to preview.
Notice it says the files the reader supports does
NOT include WORD or RTF formats?
Hmmmmm???
It will want to know WHAT to open. You will tell it to
look in your new file - KINDLE UPLOAD, and you will
double click on the little blue e formatted book...the
HTML coded one.
The next screen you see should be the one of the
illustration below.

It will take a few seconds to "compile your eBook". When it is ready, that "Ok" button will come
"alive".
Your Kindle Reader will now appear - just like mine did
below! (That big box that said Open Book turns
magically - into a KINDLE READER!
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrggggggh! I can't stand it
anymore!
When your Kindle Paperwhite Reader opens
automatically, it will show your first page of the
book. This is why I put my COVER there. If I had
a paperback or hard cover book (Been there - did
that), I would expect to see a cover.

What used to be the rear cover is now your
INTRODUCTION in e-Books. The inside flaps that
used to brag about us authors....should be at the rear
of the book....the very last page, and really
minimized. I don't do the brag thing - "About The
Author" too much because - if your book is good, that
says all there is to be said about you. And - like I said
before - nobody really cares about the author - unless
you happen to be - like I said earlier - J.K. Rowling
of Harry Potter book fame. I read about her because
she's made over a billion (with a "B") dollars writing
books, and she's a fascinating person to read about.
So here is what opened in my Kindle Previewer
when it loaded (and by the way...it's EXACLTY WHAT
YOUR READERS WILL SEE IN THEIR KINDLE!

Ain't it a BEAUTY? - Now click to the next page.

If you did all that I told you to do, you should
have NO SCREW-UPS! Click on your next page (You should only have a few
so far, but you are getting used to testing in the
Kindle BEFORE you spend a month or more writing
that masterpiece.
Check alignment (justifying like I begged you to
do)....and then - if your book incorporates photos or
artwork or clipart, and you have arranged the to the
far LEFT (like I taught you), it will come out like the
page after the next illustration.
Your PREVIEWER that you downloaded WILL
connect your chapters in your book from your
INDEX, so test them.
Click on Chapter Two in your Table Of Contents
("TOC"), and see if it takes you to the bookmark.
All that should check out now.
We are NOT ready to edit and compare your book
yet, but I wanted you to at least SEE IT IN A
PREVIEWER in PAPERWHITE.
If you are brave enough - go back to that part where
you opened the Launcher
and came to the
SETTINGS. Instead of Kindle Paperwhite in that
menu, you could (for a second) tell it to show you
your book in the HD.8.9 Viewer! Mine came out like
the illustration below: Hubba Hubba! :)

By the way, when you actually upload your book on
Kindle, they give you a PREVIEWER right there on
your Kindle "BOOKSHELF" page.

It's going to be the same HD Viewer that you just
saw. The only reason my stuff comes out PERFECTLY
in the HD - is because I did it all in the
PAPERWHITE, so stay with the PAPERWHITE.
I had to shrink the photo down to 4.5" to fit it within
our 5.5" page width, but that baby jumped right out
at me.
Page one - COVER and the Title and the
Author.....right there! - Just like it oughta be!
Next - - - - Check out the justification and white
spaces between paragraphs. - This is thinner than
Paperwhite, so white spaces are a bit more...but this
is why the SECRET (shhhhhh!) is in using
Paperwhite. - Everything lines up perfectly when
you use the Paperwhite Kindle Viewer for editing.

And last, but not least...let's check out the alignment
of the photos...

So MY BOOK came out PERFECT in all Kindles using "Paperwhite" as my main machine.

Do you know how many millions of people have not
figured this out yet? This is why your FREE
investment was worth hundreds in classroom
instruction.

This is my Kindle Previewer of another book that
I wrote - "The REAL Cause Of Obesity"
Notice that the paragraphs are justified and spaced
right?

I sent my second book - "The REAL Cause Of
Obesity", to Amazon, and it came out LOUSY in any
Kindle format - at first.
After SEVERAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES, that book
came out GREAT!
The above is the actual photo of one page using
Amazon's online Kindle Previewer (which I will show
you how to use as your final editing tool - AFTER YOU
UPLOAD YOUR BOOK.
All the photos and clipart (about a hundred of them)
came out perfectly. The wording under the photos
came out perfectly. The paragraphs were perfect - and
justified. It looked good enough to be PROUD of
the results.
Buy any book on Amazon and stick it in your Kindle to
see what I mean...or send a SAMPLE of the book to
yourself....those are free.
Of course, the Table of Contents won't link in
SAMPLES. Before I found that out, I had to ask an
Amazon Tech why. He told me and now I know...and
you know.
I noticed that getting information as to how to do
things right is like pulling teeth though........very
painful, and sometimes, I had to just struggle to figure
it out - but I always found the solution. Then, Amazon
would contact me and direct me to a FAQ....!!! This
was no real help!

END OF CHAPTER TWO

Chapter Three - Getting Paid By Amazon
Before we learn any more stuff of a technical
nature, let's explore my favorite subject MONEY! - How are we going to be paid by either
Amazon or PayPal if we have our books in more
than just one place?
This chapter will deal with how you will get paid for
your books now that it is written, formatted in RTF
and HTML, and you have previewed it...edited it in
Paperwhite.....and it's ready to send up to
Amazon.....now what? How do they pay you?

I am going to teach you how to be paid by AMAZON
for your Kindle style e-books - and by PAYPAL for
your RTF formatted books - TWO TOTALLY
DIFFERENT METHODS OF UPLOADING BOOKS - AND
TOTALLY DIFFERENT METHODS OF GETTING MONEY
FOR YOUR MASTERPIECE.
If you want to sell your own books on your own
website (using your RTF version that is all nice
and pretty) - but - how do you get paid?
When I used to charge (up to $30.00 for a book) , I
got paid through PayPal, so I will briefly tell you IN
THE NEXT CHAPTER - how to set that up and then
how to make BUY NOW buttons like the one shown
above.
Those, when clicked, the BUY NOW button will send
your buyer/readers to Paypal. They will use their
favorite credit card to buy your book. If it's $9.95
(which I recommend)...then Paypal will do all the
work...take the money, and place $9.36 DIRECTLY
INTO
YOUR
PERSONAL
BANK
ACCOUNT....depending on their "cut" at the time you
upload your books(s).

Before you are ready to upload your finished, edited,
previewed in the Kindle Previewer book to Amazon,
I need to teach you how to get paid by AMAZON
first.
Then, in subsequent chapters - and BEFORE
uploading, I need to show you how to market your
book using Social Media like Twitter, Facebook and especially YouTube so that you can expose as
many people as possible to your work. - They will tell
two people - those two will tell two - and that's how
books get EXPOSURE.
If you are lucky, and I am trying to find NEW WAYS
to "be lucky", you will be able to make contact with
some people who can get your books some FREE
PUBLICITY. - I will show you how to do that.
I will also be teaching you how to get your book into a
website that you can send anyone to and they can
send anyone to. It's your "SALES PITCH WEBSITE"
where you draft your verbiage about WHY SOMEONE
NEEDS YOUR BOOK! Here is mine: LINK. That link,
when clicked on (from your uploaded Amazon book or
your website book) should take your buyers to any
link that you hyperlink using only the word LINK.
My underlined link above takes you directly to
http://www.RelationshipBooks.com. If you hover
over it with your mouse, it'll show you the web
destination or "URL".
Look, we've covered this before, but I have to say that
$2.00 was the best money anyone could spend to buy
this book, but I now give all my books away for FREE.
If your book is good enough and you are "lucky"
(really skilled people make their own "luck". You will
discover ways to get your book MAXIMUM
EXPOSURE....and you will never stop plugging away
at it.
Let's face it - some publisher is NOT going to call
you next Monday and say, "Hey - I want to
extend a million dollars to you on a hunch that
your book will make a ton of money."

Receiving MONEY From Amazon
Okay....let's now explore how Amazon will pay you.
You need to have an AMAZON ACCOUNT, so go to
their website and open an account using your e-mail
and fabricating your cool PASSWORD. You need
Amazon to upload your book in the KINDLE
FORMAT - (HTML).
Okey dokey - that's done....right? Great! Now, log
into
your
new
account
by
going
to:
https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/signin. When
you sign back in you will see this screen:

It should open your account settings, but
Amazon sometimes asks for your PASSWORD
again. If so, do it, and open your account setting
page.
There, you will see your Company Name/Publisher. I
put John Tyler Publishing there. - The next few lines
is self explanatory...your country, address, city, state,
zip code and phone number.
The next block is your Tax Information section. This
is needed for when Amazon sends you MONEY!
There, you will put in your tax reporting name. If you
are working as an individual, your name goes there,
and your social security number goes in the box that
reads, SSN, TIN or EIN.
If you are working as a corporation or LLC, your
company name goes there. If a corporation, your EIN
(Employer Identification Number goes there instead of
your social security number. - Below that is the
IMPORTANT section for you to be paid by Amazon.

Click EDIT where the red arrow on top is. Add your
bank info there.....routing number, and checking
account number. That information should appear
under the Amazon Marketplace heading with the
Bank Name and the last four numbers of your bank
account. To this day on January 20, 2018 as I
edit the book, Amazon still puts money directly
into my bank account. - Check this if you change
banks, and edit it or...Amazon will sit on your
money. "Trust Me". See - "been there - did that",
so I can save you a headache here and there. I
moved from Massachusetts to North Carolina so the
old North Easton Bank had to be changed to the new
one in NC.
Your account with Amazon is now open. Later - when
your book is finished and you are going to upload it,
you will revisit this page and you will follow the
instructions in the UPLOADING CHAPTER. - After
this chapter comes the chapter on how (and WHY)
you should also have a PayPal account. I get
thousands of dollars a year put into that account!

END OF CHAPTER THREE

Chapter Four - Getting Paid By PayPal
Why you should now learn to set up and have a
PayPal account is key to anything you do on the
Internet
including
BUYING
or
SELLING
things...even your non-kindle version of your book
that you put on your own website..
I put my books on their own respective websites. I
know how to buy a "domain name"...like
www.RelationshipBooks.com and I know how to
forward that domain name ("URL")
or "Web
Address" to a page on my main website and server.
I'm not going into that sort of training here or you'll
hang yourself! But, I will say that you should have a
website where you can send people to buy your book
who do NOT own a Kindle. - I will show you how to
get one for free in the MARKETING CHAPTER.
I have a primary website for all of my books. I used
to charge from $2.00 to $30.00 for a book. That
website is www.RelationshipBooks.com where any
potential buyer could go to and click on a book title
and EITHER go to Amazon Kindle or to PAYPAL to
buy a downloadable e-Book, and this is very important
to me. BUT - as of January 1, 2018, I made ALL
books FREE.
Either way, I sell a book, I'm pleased, BUT - when
Amazon sends checks, they stick the money right into
the bank account of your choosing...and, of a
$9.95 price for "Heaven - How Do I Get There?" that they get, they send $6.81 directly into my
bank.
See the Amazon reports that YOU will also avail
yourself of and you get that information from your
Amazon BOOKSHELF page. They look like the
illustration below....

When PayPal does a book transaction ($9.95) for me,
I earn $9.36 - BUT- although I earn more, it's
DOLLARS that count - not percentages, and
Amazon, by far, would sell more books than I could
ever do on my own using PayPal as the intermediary
banker.
The only way you would ever consider going this the
PayPal route on your own is when you become J.K.
Rowling.
Then, people will pay top dollar for your e-Book and
far more for a hardcover. And, when they do, you
could cut out the "middleman" - like Amazon and opt
for the more lucrative PayPal system.
After all, one million book sales earning $2.55 extra
profit per book is not something to sneeze at...it's
$2, 550,000.00 MORE of the green stuff that goes
into YOUR pocket. I'd love to see J.K. Rowling's bank
account from just Amazon!
Now, that said, I would also like to say that selling eBooks, to me, is superior to selling paperbacks or
hardcovers..........."Been there - did that"!
I've already said this, and it bears repeating Paperback
books
or
hardcover
books
are
LIMITED! You can have a color cover, but the cost
is prohibitive to make color photos on the inside but NOT with e-Books. With E-Books, you can
insert color print or color photos like I have done here.
With E-Books, you also get to update them or edit
them like I have just done here. You can't do that
with a printed paperback or hard cover book.
Regular bookstore books generally have publishers
involved - and book printers - and cover designers and your profit becomes nil. - Case in point....My
paperback that is still on Amazon.com for $14.95 Friendships - Lovers, Huggers & Others (LINK)
nets me $6.73 from Amazon. The book cost me
$4.00 each to print, and another $2.00 to ship them
to Amazon's warehouse...so I netted $0.73 - yes 73 CENTS!

The same book - an e-Book, that sells for $9.95 nets
me $9.36 from PayPal and $6.81 from Amazon and I can update the book daily if I like, so readers
are always getting a fresh, up-to-date book - in
LIVING COLOR for cheapest dollars, and we authors
make a substantial profit over a crappy $0.73 out of
$14.95. Get it? - Capiche?
You will want to sell your book on other than Amazon
Kindle because Kindle buyers are limited.
Many people like to download and read a book at their
leisure, or they want to download it to a laptop or
notebook, and take that to the beach...although
nothing compares to the "Paperwhite" 3-G in bright
sun. The laptops glare..but, you still want people to
buy your e-Book.
A disadvantage of the Kindle is that, once the book is
loaded into it, you can read one page at a time by
clicking on the right or left arrow.
With a .pdf
download (like this one is for my FREE website), your
Buyer or reader can download the entire book, and
place it in a file on their laptop or desktop - or they
can print the whole book on paper. In all events, they
can read a page at a time and just scroll down to the
next page...as we are doing in this book.
Get a website
I can cover a few reasons HERE and in the
MARKETING CHAPTER about websites and WHY
YOU NEED TO HAVE ONE.
You can find them for free. The only caveat is that
anyone who goes there, has to be exposed to the
advertisements on the "Free guy's website", and that
could be a turn-off.
I personally like to have my own dedicated website for
my books.
The dedicated server costs each person only $10.00 or
$13.10 like on my domain name company "Powerpipe".....and they cost even more elsewhere.

One name that I bought (www.Irreconcilable.com)
- I just sold on December 31, 2017 for $1,000.00, so
domain names are worth $$$$. That buyer is reselling
it on another domain provider. I hope he makes a ton
of money!
My domain names cost me $13.10 a year from
http://www.Powerpipe.com. You could set up and
buy a domain name from them - or www.GoDaddy.com, and save some money on server fees,
but I would definitely get a domain name for your
book title.
Book title domain names should easily be available
because
they
are
longer
names....like
http://www.YourTravelGuideToMexico.com.
That link should go to a dead page because that name
is available on Powerpipe to buy, but has not been
bought as far as I know. I'm simply demonstrating
that this is how we do it.
I have about twenty three (23) domain names that I
own, and about twenty (20 of them are always for sale.
Back in the days when the Internet first took off, I was
offered $20,000 USD for www.KidKlub.com...and I
held out for more! Today, I'd take $1,000!
But, let's get back to our banker ......

Okay- so let's discover how you can set that PayPal
account up next and how anyone wanting to buy your
book can use any number of credit cards to do it.
There's nothing to be afraid of here. You are an
Author - say it out loud...."I am an Author".

You must be - you have expressed your ideas,
concepts or experiences into a set of pages - called a
book, and now you need to join the "Technology
Revolution" and get out there and get some money
for your knowledge.
I have no idea what is in YOUR HEAD, but I have
plenty of ideas in mine. Both of us are Authors, and
we feel the need to write about things...so we do!
Go to http://www.PayPal.com. and click on the top
right-hand tab that reads, "SIGN UP". That opens to
this next illustration:

Click on "Get Started". That opens to a field card that
you will fill out with all of your pertinent information
on it.
PayPal is SECURE - they have dealt with me for ten
years or more. I buy and sell stuff on EBAY and
PayPal takes money out of my dedicated account for
that stuff- and they put money into a dedicated
account when I sell stuff - whether a Toyota Prius on
EBAY for $22,300..or a book for $9.95.
Although I must say....any BIG ITEMS that I sell on
EBAY I tell the BUYER to bring a cashier's check that I
can verify from my bank.

Then, they get the merchandise, but I have sold fairly
expensive stuff like a Neuman microphone for
$2,500, and the guy used PayPal. Two days later there's the "dough" - sitting in my account!
So, fill out the online form and send it to back to
them. Somewhere in there - there is a section
wherein you tell them your bank name, routing
number and account number.
Now, I am going to have to open my life up for a short
time with you so that I can share what I have learned.
I'll be divulging some of my actual dealings with either
Amazon or PayPal, and you'll see some actual
transactions that took place recently, but it's all part of
my effort to help you to reach YOUR GOALS - your
dreams, and we authors find those dreams when we
go after them. But, we are also PROFESSIONAL
AUTHORS, so our readers deserve to witness
something that should keep them in our books to the point where they really don't want to put them
down....yet
obligations
keep
them
from
continuing. Distractions come - like a crying baby - no
not the father - the actual baby! :)
So, it's time to push on toward the goal of fulfilling
that dream....Let's go!

Here is my current account as of the date I typed this
page in the book. Arrow # 1 shows ZERO funds in
the account BECAUSE they notify me THE MOMENT
a transaction takes place, and I immediately I go to
PayPal, open my account up, and click on
"WITHDRAW FUNDS".
I don't want MY MONEY sitting in PayPal...I want it
in my bank account as soon as possible - usually 2-3
business days....so PayPal balance for me will always
read $0.00 USD
Arrow # 2 shows the type of transaction that took
place. The top was $96.80 net and it went directly
into my account. - Under arrow # 4, you can see
that PayPal has debited my PayPal account and The
lower line shows that someone bought something for
$100.00 and it went into the bank account. Paypal
took their processing fee of $3.20 out, and sent the
money to my bank.
When I checked my bank account online on Monday
to verify - I saw a deposit made by ETF (Electronic
Funds Transfer) from Paypal. HOW EASY IS THAT?

If you can't figure things out...contact them, and
they are pretty quick to get back to you to help
you get answers.
You then need to set up a PayPal Button. This will
be technical, but I'll make it easier by walking you
through what I do.

I wanted to put a BUY NOW BUTTON on my website
so that anyone who wants to buy anything - like a
book, can just hit "BUY NOW" and it take them to
Paypal where they click a few buttons (they land on
the book page and the amount - $9.95) is right there
- along with the title....so nobody buys the wrong
product - and they give their credit card information
(Securely) and PayPal debits their credit card, sends
them a thank you note, and the BUYER CLICKS ON
"Return To Author" and it brings them right to my
online e-Book..
The book buyer fills out the credit information on
PayPal, and all that - then they have to verify the
amount and book title - then they push "Submit" or
"I Authorize This Payment" - .and THEN their
credit card would be debited.
Immediately I would get an e-mail verification that my
PayPal account has $9.36 sitting in it. - I log in
immediately...via cell phone, and click on "Withdraw
Funds"...type in the $9.36 amount, and the account
goes to $0.00 again, and the money is en-route to my
bank! Again I ask, "How Easy Is That"?
Think abut this: "Today's technology puts YOU on
the same (or better) playing field as any
commercial business! You can sell anything or
buy anything...and run a business on the
Internet - and it is WORLDWIDE....No more little
"mom & pop store" on the corner in your home
town - This is WORLDWIDE!"

Al Gore
I can't say exactly how much, but I'll hazard a guess
that I have received over $100,000 lately by "doing
business" over the Internet! Thanks to Al Gore! He
said he invented the Internet! :)

END OF CHAPTER FOUR

Chapter Five - Getting Your Book Ready For
ELSEWHERE
Now it is time to talk about getting your book ready
for ELSEWHERE! - meaning other than Amazon
Kindle. - They want exclusivity, and that's great for
Kindle readers, but to me, there is no competing
with Kindle readers who don't have a Kindle. When
they buy one, they will buy e-Books in the Kindle
format. If they don't have one, we authors should
not shaft ourselves by limiting exposure for nonKindle owners.
OPEN YOUR PAYPAL ACCOUNT again and click on
Account. The same display will open where the
"moolah" (money) is, but this time, you will click on
Merchant Services.

When that opens up, you'll see this layout:

Click on CREATE PAYMENT BUTTONS FOR YOUR
WEBSITE. I'm actually doing this to get the code for
my website for this book. Once I copy and paste the
code into my html website (I know - technical crap),
the button automatically appears and when clicked on
- it takes the book buyer right to the PayPal specific
book to be purchased...with a credit card.
I don't care if they use AMEX or VISA or
MASTERCARD or DISCOVER - I'm a MERCHANT
(sort of) only PayPal does all the work...they collect
the money...they wire it into my bank - Hey - "How
Easy Is That"!
The next illustration shows the button that was on my
OFFICIAL book website:...BEFORE I made all of my
books available for FREE.

And, when a book buyer pushed that BUY NOW
button...they would get right to the PayPal website
with MY BOOK listed on it.
They would see the title (abbreviated), and they see
that the book they want is truly $9.95.

They would see a PayPal login block, but if they
don't have a PayPal account (and about 99% of my
buyers or donation people don't) they click on "Don't
Have A PayPal Account?" - and they are taken to
the credit card section where they go through a few
steps (giving their information), and Paypal debits
their credit card...and they hold the money in my
PayPal account and notify me immediately that there
is a transaction in place.
Like Pavlov's dog, I respond via Android (which
notifies me anywhere in the world) and I tell PayPal
to withdraw the $9.36 and ship it to my bank
account. - I won't repeat that phrase - "How Easy Is
That?" - at least not loudly and highlighted!
This is what the Book Buyer sees on PayPal:

So, it's easy...now all you have to do is upload
your book in the RIGHT FORMAT to your personal
website...and I'll show you how to do that in the
MARKETING CHAPTER.
When you finish this tutorial, and you finish your eBook in RTF Format and then convert and save that
in HTML format so the Kindle Previewer can read it,
then I would like you to save another copy in a new
FILE on your desktop called (BOOK UPLOAD). Not
yet - wait until your entire book is written and
uploaded to Amazon - then, you could do the action in
the next sentence.

Save the regular WORD - RTF formatted book - by
doing "File" - then "Save As..." BOOK UPLOAD in
your new FILE entitled BOOK UPLOAD. The reason
you want to do this after it has been uploaded onto
Amazon Kindle is because YOUR BOOK UPLOAD
WORD - RTF formatted book will be revamped to
look like a REGULAR BOOK.
In that version, I would (and do) move my photos
perhaps to the center, and I move the descriptive
captions under them and center them. It looks much
better that way, and I add page numbers to the pages
in WORD, and I add page numbers starting with the
COVER as PAGE 1 - then I add those page
numbers to my Chapters in the Index or Table Of
Contents.
Otherwise, those readers have to figure out where
they are. Kindle readers choose the layout on their
reader...the size of the font, etc., and the way Kindle
works is each chapter flows into the next - with small
white spaces between the end of a chapter. That's
why I add that little green break like this ----------------------------- or the chapter separator like this:

to denote the end of the chapter.
So, in an actual e-Book that wants to resemble a
regular book...you make it become a REGULAR
BOOK by having chapters, pages - (but not
numbered).
You may even want to have your book "LEFT
JUSTIFIED" so that it is not "clinical looking". But,
you also do NOT want that file to be intermingled with
Kindle stuff, so that's why I put it in a separate file on
the desktop, and only AFTER I upload my HTML
book to Amazon Kindle.
Now that you know a lot more, and assuming that you
have made two copies of your Kindle formats - RTF
format and HTML format, and have proof read and
edited your book and have seen how it performs in
your Kindle PREVIEWER..... then you are now ready
to upload the RTF FORMATTED BOOK to Amazon
Kindle....and that start in your BOOKSHELF.

In CHAPTER SEVEN - we will be discussing HOW TO
UPLOAD YOUR BOOK TO KINDLE. Before we do
that, however, I will be clarifying what you will see on
the screen on Amazon.
I will have to address the likelihood of your having to
go back into Amazon Kindle and tell your book title
that you have to make a few adjustments or
corrections- or change a few photos, and so forth.
That discussion is in Chapter Nine - Downloading
Your Books When Mistakes Are Noticed.
This is where it becomes VERY DIFFICULT
(technically) to learn how to download your book from
Amazon back into a separate file folder now called a
"ZIP FILE" - BUT - Fear not - Johnny is here to save
the day! I will walk you through all of that in
CHAPTER EIGHT. - "Piece of cake!.
Having this book in a downloadable printable form
might help you later on because you are going to have
to read instructions - and do those instructions on
your computer, and it's difficult to bounce back and
forth using the same screen. - "Trust Me"!
So, if you purchased this book from Amazon (for
$2.00), you would want to go to my website and get
the
book
in
downloadable
e-Book form
at
http://www.RelationshipBooks.com It's FREE in
the downlaodable .pdf format.

END OF CHAPTER FIVE

Author

Chapter Six - Pre-Uploading Checklist
In this chapter, we will learn about how to get your
book ready to UPLOAD to Amazon Kindle - and the
UPLOAD instructions are in the next chapter CHAPTER NINE
Let's get your book in ready condition.
Here's your checklist"
1 - Is the cover done and ready?
2 - Is Your Title Written in 14 point BOLD Times New
Roman - in color?
3 - Are you using SEPARATORS between segments
and chapters? You should.
4 - Is your LEGAL section written?
4 - Have you written your INTRODUCTION?
5 - Is your INTRODUCTION the reason WHY
someone should buy your book?
6 - Are All of your Chapters in your Table Of
Contents?
7 - Are all of your SECTIONS & Chapters
hyperlinked?
8 - Have You written a "Wrap-Up" section at the end
(author's bio, books - links)?
Okay, then let's get it all into the Kindle
PREVIEWER again.
This time, we are going to line up ALL THREE of
these things on your desktop:
1 - Your Kindle Previewer in Paperwhite.
2 - Your HTML e-Book format (with the blue e)
3 - Your RTF WORD formatted book.
Here's why we're doing the FINAL EDIT using
ALL THREE:
We will use the Kindle Previewer with the HTML
Format loaded into it. I'll show you what my
desktop looks like (small to fit the Kindle page)...and
maybe it'll take up all 5.5 inches of white space.

We will then find any "glitches" in the PREVIEWER
for look...paragraph spacing - picture placement anything that looks out of place.
We will squeeze the HTML Book to resemble the
width of the Kindle Previewer and we will write
down words adjacent to the "glitch we find". For
example: If you see a photo out of whack - or a
paragraph with too much or not enough white space in
the PREVIEWER, and the last few words closest to it
are, "and that's how you do this...." then we will go
over to the HTML formatted book to the immediate
right of the PREVIEWER and find those same words.
YOU CAN"T EDIT YOUR HTML FORMATTED WORK
UNLESS YOU HAVE AN HTML EDITOR like I do - I
use Microsoft Front Page 2002....or the FREE
OpenOffice.org WORD processor. I'm assuming
you know nothing about HTML EDITORS, so the
only corrections you can do is in the WORD RTF
document. Once ALL the corrections are done.
So, if you think you have to move a paragraph one
click down...go do it in the RTF WORD formatted
version. That you can do.
THEN, ONCE YOUR RTF FORMATTED BOOK agrees
with our Kindle Previewer, you are going to
DELETE the HTML (little blue e) version in your
KINDLE UPLOAD file on your desktop - AND THAT
IMAGE FILE. YES - DELETE BOTH.
Then, do "file" - "Save As..." and save your WORD
RTF file as Web Page, Filtered once again (final
time, we hope). That will save those two edited and
ready to go files in your KINDLE UPLOAD
folder...again.
Then, you will re-load the HTML file into the Kindle
Previewer, and to the right of it....roll thru the
PREVIEWER and look for glitches.
If you did this all right, you still may find a few,
but usually, I find less than three.
If, however, I have to repeat and DELETE three
times, I'm willing to do it to get my final version
uploaded to Amazon.

It will be there earning money for you for
years! Might as well get it right. My first book "Friendships - Lovers Huggers & Others" is still
there - since 1997!
If that was a Kindle or e-Book, I could update it. In
fact I did. It went from 150 pages as a paperback to
250
pages
(in
color)
as
a
Kindle
eBook....Friendships - Lovers, Huggers & Others. -

END OF CHAPTER SIX

Chapter Seven - Uploading Your Book To Amazon
Well - we have arrived at the place we've worked
so hard to get to - UPLOADING!
Log back into Amazon - Your Author's page, you will
see BOOKSHELF, etc. and you will click on the Add
New Title button below....see illustration.

When you click Add new title, a host of questions
appear: All questions have a "what's this?" click the
link near it, so when in doubt - click to ask.
Fill in all of the questions asked: You Title - Your
name as "contributor", etc. Eventually, you will come
to the section calling for the UPLOAD.
I'll put that illustration in the area below, BUT - I need
to caution you that there are TWO WAYS TO
UPLOAD YOUR BOOK.
One is EASY - the other is DIFFICULT. (unless you
know what you are doing - and YOU WILL!)
I have said earlier that you can load in "RTF" - Rich
Text Format or in HTML - Hypertext Markup
Language, and that is true. When you upload in
WORD, Amazon converts your document to HTML,
so if and when you need to make corrections, the
easiest way to do that will be to go to ACTIONS in the
block near your book title and click on it.

I'm going to cover "EDITING AFTER UPLOADING" in
Chapter NINE - right after this Chapter.
For the moment, we will stick with UPLOADING
YOUR BOOK TO AMAZON.
When you fill out your book information page after
clicking on "Add New Title" on your BOOKSHELF
page, you will come to the UPLOAD SECTION as
illustrated below. BUT- before we get there, I'm going
to tell you that there are TWO separate files you'll
be uploading and both will be in one single FOLDER
that we will create RIGHT NOW on your DESKTOP.
Go back to your DESKTOP. Right click your mouse
until you see "New" It will show that drop-down menu
where you will choose Folder. A blank folder will
appear on your DESKTOP and will flash until you name
it. Name it BOOK UPLOAD. - Yeah - like the one
below......

Hopefully, you have designed a book cover and this
cover will be used by Amazon for showing your
book. You will still use the book cover on page one of
your RTF formatted book, and this will be converted
into an HTML formatted book for the purpose of
seeing it in your Kindle Previewer. That's the
"pretend Kindle Reader" that you edited your book
with...remember? Your cover - and ALL OTHER
IMAGES ARE IN YOUR WORD - RTF FORMATTED BOOK
that is sitting in your desktop file marked - "KINDLE
UPLOAD".

Go into that file and double click on that WORD
document - NOT the little blue e one! I am now
going to show you how to become an HTML EXPERT
with a couple of CLICKS!
When you clicked on your WORD RTF Formatted
Book - it opened just like it's supposed to - full
TEXT EDITOR MODE.
You have already PREVIEWED this formatted book in
CHAPTER EIGHT. You proofed it in the
PREVIEWER. You have made adjustments - spelling
error corrections. You have ensured that your
chapters in the book link properly from your Table Of
Contents.
You have tested external links to
websites. CHECK and DOUBLE CHECK.
Okay,
Captain - we are ready for lift-off!
At the top of your TEXT EDITOR in that RTF WORD
document - click on "file" - then "Save As..."
IMPORTANT!- - - At the top of that drop down
window it reads, SAVE AS.
It will ask you "WHERE DO YOU WANT TO SAVE
IT?" Let me get a picture for you because you do
not want to screw this one up! :)

Now click on the bottom of that drop down menu
where it reads, Web Page, Filtered, and click on
that
to
save
your
book
as
HTML.
When you see that Web Page, don't click on that.
Click on the line below it - Web Page
Filtered...then...click Save.
If you did that successfully, you get the Gold Star and
you should see TWO SEPARATE ITEMS in your
formerly empty folder that you have entitled,
UPLOAD BOOK.
You should see this: The Title of your book with a
small blue e icon (if you use Internet Explorer otherwise you may see a Firefox or Google Chrome
icon) - and a yellow folder that also reads your Book
Title name. It will appear as follows:

The YELLOW FOLDER contains all of your
updated images form your book. The e file is the
HTML version of your book - the same as Amazon
will convert to.
It is this file that you will NOW UPLOAD to
Amazon from your BOOKSHELF.
Let's log back into your Amazon account online
and go to your BOOKSHELF page. You will do the
ADD NEW ITEM routine. Fill in the Book Title, etc,
and you will come to the COVER section.
So, you browsed in your book file and uploaded that
photo of the cover. YOUR COVER SHOULD BE 600
pixels wide by 800 pixels tall.

That is the ideal that Amazon wants, and frankly...it
looks good when done right. I did my cover for this
book using Photoshop 6.0 (and old version) and made
it using the 600 X 800 pixel format requirements.
Find your BOOK COVER in your file. That one can be
located in your images file within your FIRST file KINDLE BOOK. Once you find it, double click on it
and it will upload to Amazon.
Don't mess with anything in your new UPLOAD
BOOK file because we are going to convert that
into a "ZIP FILE" (real easy) - and the "ZIP
FILE" is what you will be uploading to
Amazon. They can only see "ZIP-FILES"
Now- BEFORE you touch that "Browse For Book"
button....go back down to your DESKTOP and
right click on the closed FILE called UPLOAD
BOOK.
You will see a drop-down menu like the one
below: (spoon is still working!)

Click on Send to.
That opens up this illustration: Click on # 2 Red
Arrow on your desktop at "Compressed (zipped)
Folder. It will immediately create a duplicate of

your UPLOAD BOOK file only this yellow folder
will have a zipper on it.

THAT IS YOUR FINAL BOOK CONTENTS THAT
YOU WILL NOW UPLOAD ON AMAZON.
You should be back on your Amazon BOOKSHELF
page at the UPLOAD section....only NOW - you will go
to RED ARROW # 2 - and double click on the
"Browse For Book" button.
You will browse your desktop for that ZIPPED file
called UPLOAD BOOK and double click on the
whole unopened yellow folder.
Your BOOKSHELF page will show a rolling time thingy
indicating that your book is uploading. Although
Amazon tells you it's okay to save the book now and
continue to the next page for finishing up - DON'T
MOVE! Let the book upload until it tells you it is or
the whirlygig stopped.
Once it stops save the book as a DRAFT copy. That
button is off to the right at the bottom. I want you to
preview your book before you tell Amazon to "go live"
with it - or else if it goes live prematurely - and you
then preview it, you will have to become adept at all
the stuff in CHAPTER NINE - Editing screw-

ups! Patience is a virtue. Besides...."Been there did that!" That impatience cost me another two
weeks!

It shouldn't take Amazon more than a minute to
convert your book BECAUSE you uploaded it in THEIR
FORMAT and in HTML...the same thing they do if you
shipped it up to them in WORD RTF format.....only
YOUR BOOK will be beautiful!
PREVIEW - PREVIEW - PREVIEW
Right there...on the first page of your BOOKSHELF,
Amazon has a previewer. See my next illustration
because "a picture is, in fact, worth 1,000 words".

Amazon
HAS
NOW
CONVERTED
your
book...pictures and all - into an HTML book so
their Kindle book buyers can read the book in
their Kindle Reader. You will see it in Times New
Roman - not because you uploaded in TNR, but
because that is Amazon's chosen typeface. Once
a Kindle owner gets your book, however, they can
adjust everything - typeface and style to size of the
print. BUT - you should be looking at a PERFECT
BOOK representation on that Kindle Previewer.
IF YOU SEE MISTAKES...
The
first
thing
you
will
do
is
yell
obscenities! :) Yep - "Been there - did that".
BUT - this is the time to fix stuff. It just means that
your offline previewer and your eyes weren't in sync
(usually
caused
by
a
desire
to
rush
things). UNFORTUNATELY, the only way you can fix
this - let's say you caught a spelling error...you
speled spelled with one l. I could not let it go
because the readers will think you are a moron - or
lazy! Hey, enough of our friends already think that, so
let's not let people we don't know in on it!

I will say this, however, and that is that I have
devoted CHAPTER EIGHT to fixing screw-ups AFTER
you officially upload your book. Your training puts
you ahead of 99% of other book authors who want
their book(s) on Amazon Kindle because you, my
talented, gold star friend, now KNOW HOW to upload
your books and do the conversions and the zippy
thing....so all we have to do is do it again! You were
trained by the best! :) - Had to smile. Yet, it's true you DO KNOW HOW to do stuff now, so next time
or next book will be a piece of cake.
I catch spelling errors (typos really) because spell
checkers in TEXT EDITORS stink. Mine spells all with
one l, so I have to keep finding al....!
But, if you find errors and typos at this PREVIEWER
point, don't panic. Go back to your WORD - RTF
formatted file - make the changes there...in the
main DESKTOP file - KINDLE UPLOAD, and then
make the separate new file UPLOAD BOOK. (DELETE
ALL OTHER FILES on your desktop at this point
because they will confuse you). "Been there - did
that"! I had to re-do half this book because of that
little screw-up! Ouch!!! %$!!*&&$#
Then with your new file - UPLOAD BOOK - you go
back into your KINDLE UPLOAD file, convert the
RTF format (WORD file) into Web Page, Filtered
and save it in the new UPLOAD BOOK FILE. Zip that
file and upload it again..not a big deal.
In fact, maybe you should do it for kicks a few times
so that - like me - I can do a convert/upload in under
ten minutes now...after editing!
Okay...IF your book PREVIEWS nicely, and you are
happy....continue along on page 2 of your BOOKSHELF
and answer their questions.

CAUTION: Anytime you sign up for anything especially programs that advertise - FREE BEWARE.
Nobody lets you do anything for
FREE! When you download programs (free or not)
they
ask,
"TYPICAL"
or
"CUSTOM"
download. Everyone clicks TYPICAL - but I click on
CUSTOM. Then, when I open the custom download, I
see a whole bunch of CRAP in there that is prechecked by them. Yahoo tool bar - CLICKED! Then,
people wonder why they have five tool bars in their
menu!
Well, Amazon is no different, my friend. You don't
know the stuff THEY have clicked - like to
automatically renew your book into their FREE KDP
library for 90-days, and every 90-days forever.
But, that's why old Johnny boy is here - to help
you find these little commitments!
Go to your BOOKSHELF once you upload your
book. You will see this screen on the right side of the
BOOKSHELF: Click on Info.

You will see this box next:

It is automatically checked by Amazon. It says
that you agree to continue renewing leaving your
book in their FREE Kindle Publishing Library for
90-days - forever!
They pay authors from a "million dollar fund" set
aside for those who wish to leave their books enrolled
in the FREE Library. This is where members who pay
about $80. get to read all the books they want - for a
month - for free. They can download them....or do
whatever they please with YOUR BOOK - and you
get SQUAT!

It's good to do that for the first 90-days, and I
generally do for all books that I want exposed to
potential readers who wish to sample my great
writings! :)
BUT - Not this book, honey!
I wanted the 70% Royalty deal (rather than 35%),
but choosing the 35% Royalty excludes my book from
going into the FREE library, so that's the Royalty I
took for THIS BOOK.
I UNchecked that box for all my other books because I
don't want them to always be lending my books out not past 90-days anyway. After that 90-days, if
anyone wants your book they can download a free
SAMPLE to their Kindle Reader, but when they get
in about 15 pages, they are asked to "Put Up - Or
Shut Up"......"Buy or take a hike". The upside of
leaving a book in the KDP library is that you can also
get the 70% Royalty rate when and if Amazon sells a
book. We've already covered how and when and how
much they pay.
In the case of THIS
Amazon or anyone
TO information as
make money from?
didn't!

BOOK - Why would I want to let
else use my very valuable HOW
a freebie gift to the people they
That's easy - I wouldn't - and

Here is what part of the Amazon AGREEMENT
that you never read says about your getting paid
for your books that sell - in 60-Days following
the end of the month that you put your book into
the system!
Amazon forbids me to reference their Agreement
specifically, but one section of it reads, "When We
Pay You. Each Amazon party will pay Royalties due
on Digital Book sales approximately 60 days
following the end of the calendar month during
which the sales were made. At the time of payment,
we will make available to you an online report
detailing sales of Digital Books and corresponding
Royalties."
So, you install your work of art book into the Kindle
system on June 1st. Somebody buys it on June 2nd

from Amazon or one of their many affiliates (of which
I am one). So, let's say that I sell YOUR BOOK on
June 2nd. I don't have to pay until 60 days after
the end of June....so June goes by - July goes sailing
by, and lo - and behold - it's late August before I have
to pay!
So, make sure that you are in the business of writing
books for fun and profit because it's FUN for the first
three months, and (hopefully) PROFIT after that.
Did you know - - - "MOST AUTHORS SELL LESS
THAN 50 COPIES OF BOOKS IN THEIR
LIFETIME"! Just throwing out a known statistic
for ya!
The more PROFIT you earn is pretty much up to
you.
How do you plan to MARKET your
book? That's coming up in CHAPTER TEN.
--------------------------------------Chapter Eight - Downloading Your Books When
Mistakes Are Noticed
Okay - you now know all that I know about getting
established as an author and uploading your books
onto Amazon for their Kindle book readers.
I have used my book - The REAL Cause Of Obesity to write - place into WORD RTF format, then put it
into Web Page, Filtered format (HTML) and upload
it all to Amazon for publication. When I first
uploaded that and three other books (rushing things!),
they were ALL disasters! I did what 90% or more of
authors do - I uploaded WORD- mainly because I
didn't KNOW anything THEN.
After I uploaded it in HTML - doing it the way I'm
teaching you - that puppy came out PERFECT! At
least I think it did. The Chapters in my book link
properly...it's just good looking! So is this one because YOU have it. That means I've already gone
through EVERYTHING that you just learned - and did
- only I did it first! :)

We have learned how to edit our books, to make sure
that our pictures or art work are off to the left in the
Kindle format - or centered in the downloadable eBook format. We have learned that we can (and
should) sell our books on Amazon in their Kindle
format, and that we ought to also have it available in
downloadable WORD format for creating e-Books
elsewhere for sale.
Check out my website again (LINK) and then click on
this book cover on the book shelf in my
"website/store". Once there, see the TWO WAYS
to buy the book on the bottom right.
The first way to buy that book is in the downloadable
e-Book WORD format...where all the photos are
centered. All chapters are linked from the Index or
Table of Contents. All external source links are
there with the touch of a finger on a Kindle reader or a click away using the e-Book format.
I need to interject linking here. If I type anything
in - lets say POOP right here. I can link the word
POOP to anywhere by highlighting it with my mouse
(left to right) POOP and then hit the "Insert" button
way up at the top of your WORD document in our
TEXT EDITOR of choice...and then click on
"hyperlink"
and
finally
type
in
http://www.JohnTyler.com (for example), and the
word POOP will look like POOP.
Click on it and see! But, POOP takes us to
http://www.JohnTyler.com...only I didn't have to
spell that long URL out in my books.
BACK TO FINDING ERRORS AFTER UPLOADING
YOU CANNOT DELETE YOUR BOOK....you CAN
UNPUBLISH it, and it will go into your BOOKSHELF
as a "draft" book when you tel Amazon to
UNPUBLISH. It's automatic. That keeps your books
out of the buyer's market, but it gives you a chance to
fix it and re-upload it.
Amazon keeps your book active for all who have
downloaded it to their library - for 90 - DAYS.

In the next illustration, I'm going to show you how my
BOOKSHELF PAGE looked when I UNPUBLISHED
my books. They went into DRAFT - but those who
downloaded it to their FREE library still get to see the
crappy looking books!

What I do when I MUST change or edit a manuscript is
download the HTML book that Amazon made for their
Kindles....and I download it to the desktop into a
NEW FILE called "ZIP-BOOK". You already know how
to go to your DESKTOP, right click - "new" - "Folder"
and name it, so see how much time we saved? So,
might as well go there now and create THAT FOLDER.
I download the HTML book into that NEW FILE. See
the red arrow below to see where Amazon has their
Download HTML..... We learned something that I
learned before I wrote this book, and that is that
Amazon is telling us RIGHT THERE that they convert
to HTML. It was when I downloaded my converted
WORD book that I also discovered that they code
their HTML in Times New Roman....12 point or 14
point for HEADINGS. Ta-da!

You find this at the BOTTOM of the BOOKSHELF
page where your book information is. Click on

Download HTML and when it asks
file...choose the new "ZIP BOOK" file.

to

which

So now, you should have two files in your new "ZIPBOOK" file...the HTML version of your book and all of
the images that you originally had in your regular
KINDLE UPLOAD file.
Those are placed into a separate file folder within your
new "ZIP FILE". You should now see your title in
HTML
and
a
yellow
file
folder
called
"TITLE_files". BUT - You are already way ahead
of them because those resemble what you sent
up! Gold Star!
When I say TITLE_files, if means your title name
will be there and your images are in it. Your little e
file is there under the yellow folder.
I'm going to save you TONS OF WORK NOW.
What you will do is just check THEIR ZIP FILE (you
may have to Google how to unzip a file if you don't
know how), and check to make sure your images are
there and your story is there....your book.
Once you check through it - DELETE IT.
You, my experienced friend, are going to make the
edits in your WORD RTF formatted book that you
saved in your original KINDLE UPLOAD FILE. You
may have run into some other files there now...like
when you used your preveiwer, your computer made
extra files.
KEEP those THREE FILES and DELETE the rest
now. - You will need your PREVIEWER, and you
need your WORD - RTF FORMATTED BOOK and the
associated images that are in your WORD
document.
All the rest can and should be
dumped. Dump your DESKTOP files, too - Yep - all
of them that were associated with your book (not your
bank account files and Living Will!)
Now - just review what we did in CHAPTER EIGHT The UPLOAD CHAPTER.

Edit, Preview - edit - preview - get it right....then do
the file - save as - web page, filtered stuff...and save
it in a NEW file on your DESKTOP called BOOK
UPLOAD or whatever you like....then zip that file that
will contain your HTML converted book and the image
yellow folder, and ship it up to Amazon again using
that UPLOAD section. Should be easy by now!
I think you should have this now. I wrote it as plainly
as possible so that even I could understand it! :) Had to smile again!
If you fail to do what I have taught here, and keep
your images and text in a "zipped file", your text may
appear in the Kindle reader, but all of your photos will
appear as a CAMERA ICON, and you will think they are
missing.
Okay..that brief "RABBIT TRAIL" might come in
handy later if you MUST edit your book....but - if
you follow the instructions - STEP-BY-STEP, you
should never have to mess with your book again
because it will be right the first time you upload it.

END OF CHAPTER EIGHT

Chapter Nine - How To Market Your Books
So, you've written your book, and uploaded it to
Amazon for Kindle owners.............is that it? If
that's it - I'll stop by the poor house to shake
your hand in about five years! - YOU have
multiple FREE RESOURCES at your book-writing
fingertips, so let's explore what they are and how to
use them - ALL.

Who on the planet does NOT have a Facebook
page? Why can't you announce to your Facebook
world that you just wrote a book and stick a picture of
the cover on your page - every two days! I say that
because, depending on how many "friends" you have
there, and how many times THEIR STUFF appears on
your page, your information about your new book
sinks to the bottom. We want to make it "float to the
top"
You and I don't want to make it appear that we are
trying to sell our friends something, so what you
need to come up with are ideas that might get them to
tell two friends, and they tell two friends...and that's
how
things
go
"viral"
on
these
SOCIAL
NETWORKING SITES.

Justin Bieber sang a song on YouTube - once. It
went viral. Soon, he was on TV.

Then, he got recording contracts. Now - Usher has
taken him under his wing. Bieber is worth
MILLIONS
why?
He sang a song on
YouTube! Sure, he's a great singer...and you're a
great author in the making, but you have to get the
word out. A whole host of young girls pushed Bieber
to stardom - even though he has the talent.
Therefore - "Ya gotta fake it - until ya make it"
I sing Country music on YouTube, and I deliver
gospel messages every weekend there. But, I have
140,000 people who uploaded my "stuff" so far.
Each time one of the songs hits 1000 uploads, I shoot
it over to Facebook and upload to all of my "friends"
and family there. "So what" you ask? Well, the so
what is that a lot of my Facebook people become
YouTube subscribers to my channel. They want to
see what I'm up to. Why? People are curious
creatures. We slow down for car wrecks because
we HAVE TO SEE WHAT HAPPENED!
One song has about 36,000 uploads, so I shipped it to
my Facebook page and commented on the video,
"This song has garnered over 36,000 uploads so
far, and I can't for the life of me figure out
why".
The next thing I know is that a bunch of Facebook
"lookers" got that video (it goes out to all of your
friends and family who have not blocked out your stuff
yet!), and they tried to help me figure out why. Many
also became YouTube subscribers, and one lady
started a FAN CLUB!
Get creative. You must already be or you could not
call yourself an "Author".
You could throw interesting sections of your book out
there (as I will do with this one) on Facebook - and I
will have a video on YouTube telling people WHY
they need my book. Let your connections read your
book section or see your YouTube videos and they will
comment on it.

Then, of course, when you brag on someone else they re-print your kind words on their Facebook
page. You getting this yet? You build excitement over your book on your SOCIAL
MEDIA SITES....like Justin Bieber did, and then you
let OTHERS build you up.
Bieber did all the hard work himself. Now, he has
others doing the work! This COULD happen to
you! It could happen to me - IF I WORK AT IT.
LOCAL NEWSPAPERS
It is so easy to get FREE PRESS! You are an
AUTHOR. Author something! (That becomes a verb!)
One woman wrote to her local newspaper editor and
said, "I have some great tips for your readers. Can
we publish them. One of them is '9 Ways to
Convince Your Kids to Take a Nap."
That would get a lot of attention from moms! If
the editor says, "No - we have a few gurus
already", then ask if you can submit these in the
form of an "editorial". There are many in your
community EVERY DAY who write Op-Ed pieces. Write
yours - "'9 Ways to Convince Your Kids to Take a
Nap" as the headline.
One of my former pastors writes about every Saturday
on some church subject. It's a way to reach the
community with a message, but "secretly" - it adds
new members! His byline adds, at the end, "Pastor
so and so is the head pastor of xyz church in
hope valley". - I made that name and town up to
protect the innocent.
Once your first article is written - brag the heck out of
it on your Facebook page. The preacher does! Then,
he tells his congregation a few things that he said in
the article - and pretty soon - they are out buying the
Saturday newspaper to read about what he
said! Good for the paper - good for the community good for the church - dare I say good for God?
LIBRARY

My town has a library....I know your town does,
too! You are an AUTHOR - act like one! Take a trip
to the library - once your book is done and uploaded
on Amazon. Now you have bragging rights for
Facebook - the local newspaper as a "PRESS
RELEASE", and some valuable information for your
head librarian.
The PRESS RELEASE reads something like - "LOCAL
AUTHOR PUBLISHES BOOK ON AMAZON" and the
details follow. That is "Facebook-worthy". Take a
photo with your phone of the article, and post it on
Facebook! Then, bring a copy to your local library
and see if they will post it. Local bulletin boards post
that stuff, too. Laundromats...banks...you name it.
I used to ask the local Chinese Restaurant (Tsangs
in Norton, MA) if I could put flyers on his wall (and on
the table) where his customers sit idle while waiting
for their take-out order! The owner knows me
because I eat there a few times a month. What's he
going to say - "No"? The Phillips head screw where I
hung my brochure box is STILL THERE - go check it
out sometime! I'm sure that's worth flying in from
your home state of Arizona or California (or Egypt)
where my books are sold! :) - Hey, maybe I'll use it
again and stick flyers about my book in it...!
Speaking of WORLD-WIDE - let's get to the best
SOCIAL MEDIA site yet - YouTube!

I LOVE YOUTUBE! It is a WORLDWIDE Social
Media website. My country songs and messages
have goe into Russia, China, Poland - Greece - you
name it. Lots from Europe and Canada, too. I have
garnered fans - like a former Senator (Richard Gordon)
from the Philipines...and even a top model who
adorned the cover of SPORTS ILLUSTRATED not
that long ago!

You, as an AUTHOR, have the world by the tail right
now. We didn't have this blessing in disguise a short
few years ago - you know - when Al Gore claims to
have invented the Internet! I love reminding readers
that it was Al Gore or, as Rush Limbaugh calls him "Algore" - who created the Internet.
Now - we have the capability of doing videos of ourself
and launching them onto our own TV NETWORK
called YouTube. I say that it is an INTERNATIONAL
TV NETWORK because it really is. Exposure can be
phenominal - if you do it right. Let me get just TWO
EXAMPLES for you right now. The first will be a
country boy who is a good singer. He started with
nothing (like all of us do), and he has built it up into
such a tremendous TV Station that he has secured a
recording contract from Warner Brothers....because
THAT MANY people (including yours truly) have
"subbed" him (subscribed to his channel). Then, he
was on the Ellen DeGeneres TV show because he's
that good. Are you?

Click on the ELLEN SHOW link and see how James
got to be on her show! Perhaps YOU can get some
ideas of how YOU can be on TV shows. I've been
on a few myself!
His name is James Dupre and his YouTube channel
has 18,127 subscribers and 8,109,719 views over EIGHT MILLION people have uploaded his
songs!
James has his own official WEBSITE (as should
YOU!), and on that website are all of his accolades and
his contracts and his TV show appearances....all the
same stuff you need on YOUR WEBSITE to promote
YOU. Jim did not get there by being shy! Neither will
you!

Anastasia Lee and Yours Truly
The other person on YouTube that is a "rising star"
is a very young (now sixteen) operatic style singer by
the name of Anastasia Lee. She now has 2,408
subscribers and 561,375 views.
She likes my Country music, so she subbed me when
she was fourteen. I don't say this for any other
reason but to help you to understand how things work
out there in your FREE MEDIA FIELD.
Then, she asked me (with her parents permission and they like my singing, too!) if she and I could
collaborate on an Elvis song. That result is seen in the
above photo.

She shot the video at her home in a state out West...I
shot my video (using a green screen) at my house in
Massachusetts, and I put it together (with the song
overdub) so that it appears that "Anya" and I are
singing together. We are not!
Here is that song LINK
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wj1SoIIuwDw)
if you would like to see and hear it. 9,075 people
have uploaded it on Anastasia's YouTube channel, and
about 607 on mine so far! - But, that's how you make
connections on Social Media Websites.
The song enhanced Anya's YouTube capabilities by
proving that she can sing about anything she puts her
mind and voice to...and she sent it out to all her subs,
and I got hits (and "subs") on my channel as a direct
result of her efforts on her channel.
This happens a lot, by the way. Many others put my
songs or gospel messages on THEIR channels and
THEIR Facebook pages, so I get maximum exposure
over time. My channel only went online in March of
2012 and so far - 140,000 people have visited and
uploaded, and I think I have over 400 steady subs
right now.
This is called SOCIAL
MEDIA
COLLABORATING.
Because I am somewhat talented in the art of creating
websites (a learned experience - believe me!), I could
build YouTube channel headers - like Anya's header
(and a dozen others). This gets me into their channels,
and they add my channel as one of their
favorites...and that's how you build your YouTube
channel.

The above is a tiny (450 pixels wide so it will fit in
Kindle) photo of the header I made for Anastasia. She is seen here with Josh Groban - the FAMOUS
SINGER who invited her onto his stage one time in
Michigan.

FAMOUS JOSH ("You Lift Me Up") helped add
thousands of new subs to Anya's YouTube channel,
and now she has over a half-million subscribers - her
own channel and lots of PRESS! Those are "bragging
rights" that we get if we wish to use them!
That is exactly how you BUILD your reputation
as an AUTHOR!
So, how do we use YouTube as our Book TV
channel? - I am SO GLAD you asked!

Do you own a chair? Do
"Handycam" - like a Sony?

you

own

a

small

Look up that model number on "Google" and get the
best price and then BUY IT! Then, go to Best Buy
and get a video camera tripod...about $29.
Where in the world can you run your own
Television Studio for $229.00? - That's easy Right here in the USA or anywhere in the world.
Get it on Amazon.... They had 14 refurbished units
that people turn in once they use the camera for their
wedding and return it! $150.00! Save about $50.00
and it'll be used the first time you do your "fireside
chat"

The lady sitting in her comfortable easy chair is Lisa
Jewell, author. Click on THIS LINK and go spend a
few minutes with her on this video. Here's the
extended link...She's an English girl!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VC1Sb7IeSiM
That single video garnered 14,000 (73,918 as of
January 1, 2018 as I edit this book!!!) - uploads from
wanna-be authors who are trying to hone their
craft. The title of her video is GREAT! "How To
Write A Book - The TOP FIVE WRITING TIPS"
Below that TV studio setting (with cheap camera and
chair) is her personal "blurb" "Lisa Jewell, one of the UK's most successful
authors, has written 10 best-selling books over
the past decade. Here she shares her top 5
writing tips to help those of you who would like
to know how to write a book and how to get
published. Join Lisa Jewell on her Official
Facebook Page: Her stats: 134 subscribers 465,834 views (or uploads)...nearly a half-million
potential book buyers!
I randomly picked Lisa's channel to show you
how cool you can be on YouTube.
Look....the first time I sang on YouTube, I hid behind
some
random
photos
I
didn't
dare
be
seen. Now...I'm a "ham"! You have to have
drive...It's not inherited...you make it happen.

You just need the guts and determination to promote promote - promote...tastefully - skillfully, so you don't
come across like a carnival barker! "For one dime one tenth of a dollar, come - see the fabulous
'Virma". She's alive - she's living - she crawls on
her belly like a reptile."

You do NOT want to be a "snake oil sales
person". But, this is how you do it.
This is how you make connections....You sub other
book author's channels and Facebook pages. You
talk with them. You exchange ideas You push your
gains on your Facebook page or TWITTER account
and LINKEDIN site.
When I say "push your gains", I simply mean that if
some author speaks with you...and they are fairly
well-known or have a million "hits" on YouTube tell your family and friends about it. Tell the librarian.
Tell the local town newspaper who are desperate for
stories of interest. MAKE IT INTERESTING!
WEBSITE - A MUST!
If you are an Author - you MUST
website....You absolutely MUST!

have

a

It's impossible, in my opinion, not to have a website
to use as the backdrop for your book - or several
books.
For example, if you click on the above website photo,
it will take you to my primary books site - and I have
many! - (See - you can link from photos, too).
If you will take just a few minutes to look it over, you
will see that it is attractive. There is a bookcase
there.... I designed all this layout. I used an old copy
of Photoshop 6.0 to do all of my artwork. I found one
on January 20, 2018 on EBAY for only $49.94, so you
could find one, too. Here's the link as of that day:
https://www.ebay.com/i/173108268780?chn=ps
The REASON to have a website is for getting your
book exposed everywhere - IN THE WORLD.

Ads should point the readers to your website.
Your business cards should point recipients to your
website. Your car should have your website posted on
the back window of your car..... (some cops might say
they want a commercial plate on the vehicle). I had
one cop - one in the whole world - from Mansfield, MA
who told me that! But, how many people follow you
or see your car in a shopping mall or supermarket? The vehicle is a perfect place for that FREE ad.
My daughter has her Avon website on the back of
her car - (hasn't been stopped yet, and it's been about
ten years!)
Make FLYERS up and stick them in supermarkets- it's
FREE.
But, make sure that your website is
there. Everyone wants more information about
something, and they want to go ONLINE to get it
these days.
I used to sell houses for a secondary source of money
- and I loved doing it! For every house that I sold, I
attach a "brochure box" to the FOR SALE SIGN.
In that "flyer box" there are about 20 FLYERS touting
the benefits of owning that house, but on the FLYER,
it reads, "See the VIDEO TOUR of this house at
www.28-Smith-Street.com."
I have sold EVERY house using the FLYERS and the
website to show a beautiful online TOUR - and it's up
there 24/7 for the convenience of BUYERS. Why
should we Authors do less?
Point people to YOUR WEBSITE URL....
HOW DO I DO IT?

Yep, good question! It's really easy for me because I
know how to buy a domain name...then how to get it
"launched" meaning onto a server. I can take a
blank white sheet of "web page" and create an entire
informational web page from scratch.
FREE WEB PAGES
I just went online and found http://www.Webs.com,
and built this mock website called My Book Site.

It's not the best - but it's FREE.
If you go there, you can pick a layout that thrills you
and add the photo of your book, fill in the e-mail
section for your contact us button. I even added a
button (The green one) that links people to my real
site. They let you choose a name for your new
website that YOU DESIGN right there.
I chose RelationshipBooks.webs.com. on that
free site. As of January 20, 2018...they are still
operating.
You have to choose your domain name - and they will
add /webs.com to it, which is fine.

All you want people to do is go to your book site and
see what you have done...and buy it. You could link
them DIRECTLY to PayPal from your website so they
can buy the book on the spot - 24/7.
You can do a lot for FREE, and these people host the
website for FREE. I charge agents $25.00 a month to
host their sites on my servers!
Other options are to pay for a website and have them
host it, but when you pay, you have more flexibility in
designing your website. Google "free websites" or
"cheap websites" and explore for a day. It's exciting
to finally see your book on a website - and then have
people see it (you know- Facebook - YouTube,
Twitter the news - Linkedin the news....work at it.
For serious dollars, there are many out there who will
build a website for you. Search "custom websites"
and you'll see various options.
HYBRID WEBSITES

Vistaprint does my YouTube business card in high
lustre colors - 250 of them for $10.00. That is the
next illustration, but CLICK ON www.Vistaprint.com
and that will take you to their WEBSITE
BUILDER. This is a company that will charge
(although they have FREE WEBSITES TOO), but they
can build you a beauty and host it!

My Vistaprint "Biz Card" - $10.00 for 250 of them!

By the way, for $10.00 - to get 250 laminated, full
color business cards with your name and book is
CHEAP. Nope, they don't pay me to "shill" for them! Make SURE you add your website address (Uniform
Resource Locator - "URL") to any business cards
you make.
Your card would likely have your photo...maybe your
book cover and your contact info and website....yes?

END OF CHAPTER NINE

Chapter Ten - Wrap Up - This And That
Amazon gave me very little help - because they have
no clue either.
The proof of that came when I downloaded several
books in the Kindle and they were ALL screwed up
in one way or another.
By the way...here's what I see when I open my Kindle
PREVIEWER:

All of the books I have downloaded will appear in the
library. Notice that I have my books in the library?
That's because I want to proof them in the kindle
format....to make sure that they are aligned and right.

That first BLUE BOOK is
one
you
should
download
onto
your
Kindle Previewer. The
title is "Building Your
Book For Kindle" and
Amazon staff wrote it, I
believe.

Links from my books, when I tested them at first,
were inoperative, or there were no chapter links to
bring readers from the Table Of Contents to the
Chapters in the book. It was, as I have said so many
times - "A horror show".
The gurus who owned KindleWriter2 or KD
Pro (The software programs that promises an easy
solution to getting books on Kindle!!!) were no help
whatsoever, and - although their system MIGHT
eventually work, you are not technical enough to
understand how to do things, so the likelihood of
failure is great. I failed trying to use them and I am
the Web Geek!
I don't like to fail. I hate looking unprofessional, so I
HAD TO find the problems and fix them - and then
tell you about them. Glad I did!
It has been my pleasure to write this much-needed
book.
It is my sincere hope that you will understand
this book, and that you will apply it and that
your books will look PERFECT on Amazon (or on
your own website). SELL MANY! :)
John C. Tyler, Author
P.S. While I was PREVIEWING this book on
Amazon in their HD Kindle reader, I had to still
make final adjustments. It took me about an hour to
finally get it right - a paragraph was too tight, or off a
couple of clicks, but I had fun doing the thing over and
over again. It took about four minutes each time I
would re-upload to get it right. I have this thing down
to a science so that I can do it in my sleep.
I get the WORD RTF doc...make the adjustments in it,
file save it as a WebPage,Filtered HTML doc in a file
called BOOK UPLOAD that I EMPTY every time I
have to edit.
I then took that folder - right click - send to filtered...done. I uploaded it and PREVIEWED it
again...just about as quickly as I said it.

